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– Instructions for Contributors –
The Australasian Bat Society Newsletter will accept contributions under one of the following two
sections: Research Papers, and all other articles or notes.  There are two deadlines each year: 31st

March for the April issue, and 31st October for the November issue.  The Editor reserves the right to
hold over contributions for subsequent issues of the Newsletter, and meeting the deadline is not a
guarantee of immediate publication.

Opinions expressed in contributions to the Newsletter are the responsibility of the author, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Australasian Bat Society, its Executive or members.

For consistency, the following guidelines should be followed:

• Emailed electronic copy of manuscripts or articles, sent as an attachment, is the preferred method
of submission.  Manuscripts can also be sent on 3½” floppy disk preferably in IBM format.  Faxed
and hard copy manuscripts will be accepted but reluctantly!  Please send all submissions to the
Newsletter Editor at the email or postal address below.

• Electronic copy should be in 11 point Arial font, left and right justified with 16 mm left and right
margins.  Please use Microsoft Word; any version is acceptable.

• Manuscripts should be submitted in clear, concise English and free from typographical and spelling
errors.  Please leave two spaces after each sentence.

• Research Papers should include: Title; Names and addresses of authors; Abstract (approx. 200
words); Introduction; Materials and methods; Results; Discussion; and References.  References
should conform to the Harvard System (author-date; see recent Newsletter issues for examples).

• Technical notes, News, Notes, Notices, Art etc should include a Title; Names and addresses of
authors.  References should conform to the Harvard System (author-date).

• All pages, figures and tables should be consecutively numbered and correct orientation must be
used throughout.  Metric units and SI units should be used wherever possible.

• Some black and white photographs can be reproduced in the Newsletter after scanning and digital
editing (consult the Editor for advice).  Diagrams and figures should be submitted as ‘Camera ready’
copy, sized to fit on an A4 page, or electronically as TIFF, JPEG or BMP image files.  Tables should
be in a format suitable for reproduction on a single page.

• Research Papers and Notes are not refereed, but major editorial amendments may be suggested
and specialist opinion may be sought in some cases.  Articles will often undergo some minor editing
to conform to the Newsletter style.

• Please contact the Newsletter Editor if you need help or advice.
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Project Officer 72 Lee Steere Crescent Biota Environmental Sciences P/L
(Best Practice Agricultural Landscapes) Kambah ACT 2902 FF2/186 Scarborough Beach Road
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PO Box 199, OAKEY  QLD  4401 Fax: 02 6230 0544 Ph: 08 9201 9955
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fordg@powerup.com.au
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– Editorial –
This issue of the Newsletter is a landmark since it is the first to carry our new International Standard
Serial Number (ISSN) (see page 2).  Any publisher of a serial title may request an ISSN, and the
number is obviously unique to the title of the publication.  The new number is allocated to all issues of
the serial, including the back issues 1-20 in the case of this Newsletter.

The number is registered both internationally (see http://www.issn.org) and at the National Library of
Australia.  There is a requirement for us to lodge each issue with the National Library of Australia, as
well as our state library (which would be New South Wales, given that our Publisher’s postal address is
Tamarama).  These copies are used to create a bibliographic record and the material is archived.

The Newsletter will actually be catalogued onto the National Library database if we lodge it with them
whether or not we have an ISSN.  However, the ISSN can make locating the record much easier, both
in Australia and from anywhere in the world, either by using the ISSN online search database (follow
the links from the ISSN website), or by conducting a search of the catalogue using ISSN’s at
subscribing libraries (e.g. universities, and the National Library of Australia: http://www.nla.gov.au;
http://webpac.nla.gov.au/webclientser.html).  It is therefore a helpful way for any person searching
library catalogues to find the bibliographic record for our publication and then request articles or issues.
We will continue to supply copies to the National Library, and look to placing copies elsewhere.  Further
information on ISSN’s can be found at http://www.nla.gov.au/services/issnabout.html.

Many thanks again to Lindy Lumsden and Terry Reardon for editing, printing and the mailouts; to
everyone who has contributed a very diverse range of articles to this issue; and to Pettersson Elektronik
AB who have contributed financially to the production of the Newsletter.  Thank you also to Nicholas
Birks of Wildflight Australia Photography who has donated images to add to the style of the Newsletter
in this and future issues.

The next official deadline for submissions is 31st March 2004, however the Toowoomba conference
might delay it slightly since we will include the abstracts and other conference information in that issue.
The following are welcome in the Newsletter: research papers, short notes, interesting or unusual
observations, technical articles, opinion pieces, reviews and news.  If you are interested in promoting
your product or service, please contact me, and we can chat about your requirements.  PDF files of
previous Newsletters are available on the ABS website (http://abs.ausbats.org.au).  Issue 19 will be
available soon after this current issue appears in your letterbox.

See you at the conference!

Kyle Armstrong
Newsletter Editor

Wildflight Australia Photography

Front cover:  Diadem Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros diadema from Papua New Guinea photographed by
Michael Pennay.  See his article in this issue.

Correction:  In the last issue, Louise Saunders name was spelled incorrectly beneath her illustrations –
my apologies.  Look out for another of Louise’s masterpieces in this issue …
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– President’s Report –
Welcome to another bumper edition of the ABS Newsletter…there should be something of interest to
everyone in this issue.

The ABS committee has had a relatively quiet six months since the last issue.  Our contributions in
early 2003 on flying-fox management and conservation have been received well by the various state
agencies to which we made submissions.  Our ongoing role as an advocate for bat conservation is now
paying dividends, with increasing recognition in government and community circles of the need to
change the way we approach bat management issues.

Local efforts by numerous ABS members up and down the east coast, and elsewhere, continue to raise
the bar on sensitive and sensible flying-fox management for public and private land managers.
Doubtless, we still have a long way to go, but it is heartening to see improving attitudes in many areas
and increasing dialogue between land managers and flying-fox advocates.  Keep up the great work
everyone.

On the microbat front, I believe that the ABS can and should take a lead role in developing and
promoting more rigorous and comprehensive microbat survey protocols, to ensure that bats are
adequately addressed in all environmental impact and similar studies.

To this end, several ABS members have continued to work tirelessly on the development of state and
national standards for the survey and evaluation of threatened species populations.  I would like to take
this opportunity to express sincere appreciation, on behalf of the ABS, to Terry Reardon and Greg
Richards, whose efforts on this front have been outstanding.  Without the work put in by Terry and
Greg, and the assistance provided by many other members, the ABS would be much the poorer.

Conference 2004
Time is rapidly marching on towards the 11th ABS Conference at Toowoomba next April.  I must be
crazy taking on the task of organising the conference, but with the help of the organising team, it’s
shaping up to be a great event.

Included with this Newsletter is an information and registration kit for the conference, and details will be
up on the ABS website by the time the Newsletter goes to print.  Please take the time to read through
the information and send in your registration soon.  We hope to have a broad range of papers and
posters on all batty matters, not to mention some fun social events and workshops/field-trips.

Don’t forget, the Biennial General Meeting of the ABS is run during the conference.  This is your chance
to have a say on where the ABS is heading, and we encourage all members to make the effort to
attend.

While on this topic, I wish to (reluctantly) announce that I do not intend to stand for a second term as
President of the ABS.  I have enjoyed the role immensely over the past couple of years; however, since
the birth of our third child in June (3 boys now!!), and with the change to a more demanding role in my
work, I am finding it difficult to dedicate sufficient time to ABS duties.  So, please consider nominating
yourself or someone you know to take on the Presidency of our esteemed Society.  I can thoroughly
recommend the experience.

In closing, I’d like to express my heartfelt thanks to the executive committee for their support and
encouragement over the last two years.  And to you the members, thanks for your confidence and
support.  I look forward to continuing my association with the ABS for many years to come.

See you all in Toowoomba next April.

Greg Ford
ABS President
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– Australasian Bat Society: Business and Reports –

11th Australasian Bat Society Conference, 2004
Including the Biennial General Meeting of the Australasian Bat Society Inc.

University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba
13-16 April 2004

CALL FOR REGISTRATION AND PAPERS
Registration and papers on any topic of bat biology are invited for the 11th Australasian Bat Conference,
to be held on 14th-16th April 2004 at the University of Southern Queensland.  Papers may be spoken or
poster.  We hope that people from a wide range of backgrounds will attend this conference.  Anyone
with an interest in bats is welcome to attend.

The conference runs from Wednesday 14th to Friday 16th April, 2004, with a welcoming function on the
evening of Tuesday 13th April.

A pre-conference workshop on flying-fox camp management will be held at Ipswich from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Tuesday 13th April.

A microbat workshop and field trip will be run on the weekend immediately following the conference
(17th-18th April).

Full details on the conference and a registration form are included as loose sheets with this
Newsletter.

ABS Archive Development – An update
Greg Richards
Greg Richards and Associates Pty Ltd, PO Box 9, Gungahlin, ACT 2912.  Email: batmanoz@bigpond.com

Although progress with the Archives of the Australasian Bat Society has been slow to date, our concept
seems to nevertheless be productive and worthwhile.  Our aim is to conserve valuable material from
years gone by, and to make it available for new research.  It was terrific to receive a call from Elizabeth
Crichton who was in Australia for a brief visit from the US, and she has donated a large collection of
histological material that was the basis of her PhD in the 1970-80’s.  Most of it is from Miniopterus
schreibersii but Miniopterus australis and Mormopterus planiceps (large and small penis forms) are also
represented.  Field notes etc are yet to arrive, but it is this sort of material that may be valuable for
comparative studies in the future.

However, receipt of this collection raises some of the issues with the Archives that are yet to be
addressed, such as storage and documentation.  A database is under construction and will later be
passed on to someone with appropriate skills to refine into a workable system that we hope one day to
have on our website.
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– Research Papers and Notes –
Is this the most southerly capture of a Golden-tipped Bat?
A recent capture south of Eden, NSW.
Chris P. Slade and Neil E. Hampshire
State Forests of NSW, South East Region, PO Box 273, Eden, NSW 2551. Email: Chriss@sf.nsw.gov.au

Recent harp trapping during October 2002, using a single trap for two nights, resulted in the capture of
a single adult male Golden-tipped Bat Kerivoula papuensis.  The capture occurred in a patch of
temperate rainforest in Nullica State Forest, approximately 15 km south of Eden.  The record was
obtained 30 km to the north of the Victorian border, indicating a good possibility for the species to be
found in that state.

The harp trap was located in a gully under the rainforest canopy.  The rainforest patch is classified as
Coastal Warm Temperate Rainforest (Keith and Bedward 1999), and is particularly dense, being
dominated by Lilli Pilli Acmena smithii, Sweet Pittosporum Pittosporum undulatum, Rough Tree-fern
Cyathea australis, Lawyer Vine Smilax australis and the Gristle Fern Blechnum cartilagineum.  The
rainforest patch covered an area of approximately 2 hectares.  The general area is dry-sclerophyll
forest dominated by Silvertop Ash Eucalyptus sieberi, White Stringybark E. globoidea, Blue-leaved
Stringybark E. agglomerata, Mountain Grey Gum E. cypellocarpa and River Peppermint E. elata.  The
surrounding land use includes timber production forest and, within 200 metres of the capture site,
cleared rural / residential land.

Woodside (1998) and Churchill (1998) list the distribution of K. papuensis as most of the east coast of
mainland Australia. The southerly limit of their distribution is indicated near the Batemans Bay area on
the south coast of NSW, although the most southern record in the literature is from further south at
Mumbulla State Forest (Lunney and Barker 1986). Law and Chidel (in press) studied roost selection in
K. papuensis in southern NSW near Narooma and suggested that the distribution of K. papuensis is
dependent on the distribution of the Yellow-throated Scrubwren Sericornis citreogularis.  This is
because the most common roost of K. papuensis in southern NSW are the suspended nests of Yellow-
throated Scrubwrens, although Brown Gerygone Gerygone mouki nests are also occasionally used
(Law and Chidel in press).  Yellow-throated Scrubwrens are apparently limited at their southerly
distribution in south-eastern Australia to the Cann River area in eastern Victoria (Jim Shields, State
Forests of NSW, pers. comm.).  This area would be worthy of targeted surveys for both K. papuensis
and Yellow-throated Scrubwrens, with the potential outcome of the addition of a new species to the
Victorian state list.

Records of K. papuensis also exist from Nadgee Nature Reserve, a further 20 km to the south of the
trapping site.  The records were obtained from Anabat surveys conducted during the Comprehensive
Regional Assessment, undertaken during 1997 as part of the development of the Regional Forest
Agreement for Eden (Regional Forest Agreement 1999).  Further survey work is planned in the area
during the 2003-2004 spring / summer period. This will include harp trapping for K. papuensis and
surveys for Brown Gerygone / Yellow-throated Scrubwren, including searches of their nests.

References
Churchill, S. (1998). Australian Bats. New Holland Publishers: Sydney.
Keith, D.A. and Bedward, M. (1999). Native vegetation of the South East Forests Region, Eden.

Cunninghamia 6: 1-218.
Law, B. and Chidel, M. (in press). Roosting and foraging ecology of the golden-tipped bat Kerivoula

papuensis on the south coast of New South Wales. Wildlife Research.
Lunney, D. and Barker, J. (1986). The occurrence of Phoniscus papuensis (Dobson) (Chiroptera:

Vespertilionidae) on the south coast of New South Wales. Australian Mammalogy 9: 57-58.
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Woodside, D.P. (1998). Golden-tipped Bat, Kerivoula papuensis. In: The Mammals of Australia (ed. R.
Strahan) pp. 490-491. New Holland Publishers: Sydney.

Map of south-east NSW and eastern Victoria with details of our Golden-tipped Bat capture and other
records for the region.
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Further observations of predation on bats in harp traps – two new
culprits
Damian Milne
Biodiversity Unit, Department of Infrastructure Planning and Environment, PO Box 496, Palmerston, Northern
Territory, 0831. Email: damian.milne@nt.gov.au

Predation on bats in harp traps has been attributed to Brown Antechinus Antechinus agilis, Antechinus
sp., Bush Rat Rattus fuscipes, and Greater Broad-nosed Bat Scoteanax rueppellii (Adams 2001 and
references therein).  The reported incidence of trap predation is very low.  Nonetheless, all incidents
should be reported and steps taken to avoid trap deaths in the future.  Here I report two further
incidents from the Northern Territory of predation on bats in harp traps.

On the 7 October 2001 at Nitmiluk National Park, 30 km east of Katherine (14° 19’S, 132° 25’E), I
inspected three harp traps at 6:30 a.m. (half an hour after first light).  On one trap a Blue-winged
Kookaburra Dacelo leachii was perched on the top edge of the catching bag and flew off as I
approached.  A second kookaburra was found struggling in the bottom of the catching bag, apparently
unable to get out.  I dropped one side of the catching bag to release the bird, which flew away
unharmed.  There were four Dusky Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros ater in the harp trap bag, two of which
were maimed and dead at the bottom and two unharmed under the plastic of the catching bag.  There
were no other bat remains within the bag, however there may have been bats that were completely
consumed before my arrival.

On the 14 October 2003 at Umbrawarra Gorge Nature Reserve, 100 km north of Katherine (13° 58’S
131° 42’E), I erected two harp traps side by side, the first partially and the second wholly over water.  I
checked the traps at 9:00 p.m. The first trap contained approximately 20 bats, two of which were dead
and lying at the bottom of the catching bag.  In the second trap a Northern Quoll Dasyurus hallucatus
was in the bottom of the harp trap catching bag.  It initially panicked when I shone my torch on it,
although after I dropped one side of the catching bag to release it, the quoll (rather casually) climbed
down the leg of the harp-trap into the water and swam away.  There were 15 bats in this trap, six of
which were dead.

The majority of the bats were Little Broad-nosed Bats Scotorepens greyii, but there was also Gould’s
Wattled Bat Chalinolobus gouldii, Large Bent-wing Bat Miniopterus schreibersii, Lesser Long-eared Bat
Nyctophilus geoffroyi and Northern Cave Bat Vespadelus caurinus.  All of the dead bats appeared to be
S. greyii.  Six of the dead bats had their heads crushed and two were partially eaten.  Again, there may
have been more bats completely consumed by the quoll.  Given that there were also dead bats in the
first harp trap, it would seem the quoll was able to readily enter and exit the catching bags.  I trapped
the same location in October 2000, 2001 and 2002.  In 2002, I caught 67 bats, of which 12 were dead
with injuries similar to those described previously.  Given my recent experience, I now attribute those
trap deaths to Northern Quoll(s).  I recorded no trap deaths in 2000 or 2001.

These are the only three incidents of trap predation I have observed during an estimated 200 nights
(500 trap-nights) of harp trapping in the Northern Territory.  However, as previously mentioned,
measures should be taken to prevent all trap fatalities.  In order to prevent attacks by diurnal predatory
birds, traps should be checked and cleared immediately after first light and, if possible, during the night.
Prevention of harp trap predation by quolls is more difficult given they are active nocturnally and can,
apparently, climb readily into harp traps via the legs.  However, prevention is important given these
animals may kill many bats within a trap.  If attacks by quolls are observed or suspected, I recommend
harp trapping activities be ceased in the affected area or, at the very least, traps be moved to a new
location some distance from where the attack(s) occurred.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to Maria Adams and Alaric Fisher for their helpful comments.

References
Adams, M. 2001. Antechinus preys upon bats in harp traps. Australasian Bat Society Newsletter 17: 37-

38.
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The stringing of a Harptrap: the desirable qualities to look for in a
monofilament line
Rob Gration
Ecological Consulting Services, 80 Hobson Street, Newport Vic 3015. Email: rgration@yahoo.com.au

Introduction
Given that we, as an association, are developing a series of standards for survey techniques, survey
effort and reporting format (Richards 2001; Gration 2002a; Reardon 2003), we should also look at
reducing the variables with the equipment we use.  A case in point was the discussion at the Anabat
workshop held in Sydney earlier this year about the calibrating of bat detectors (Corben 2003; Gration
2003).  I have recently been investigating how we can eliminate one of the variables when using
harptraps; the monofilament line.

Over the last 5 years I have built a variety of harptraps and tied 4,000 plus knots.  I have also spent
many hours in the field operating harptraps and researching the properties of monofilament and braided
lines.  The results of my research are presented in this report.

A brief history of line manufacture
Worldwide there are about 8 manufacturers of fishing line (Bob Cummings, J.M. Gillies Agencies Pty
Ltd, pers. comm. 28/2/03).  The most commonly used line is monofilament, a nylon product, although
braided lines are preferred in the commercial fishing industry.  The various manufacturers are based in
Germany, Italy, Japan, America, Taiwan and Australia (G.W. McPherson, of Brisbane).  G.W.
McPherson’s first fishing lines (1898) were made of small diameter natural fibres twisted together.  This
line is commonly referred to as braided line.  Natural fibres were replaced in the 1930’s by synthetic
thread.  Polymers such as Nylon 66, and co-polymers (a blend of nylon polymers) are the most widely
used materials in the manufacture of monofilament lines today (Bray 1987).  The chronological history
of fishing line manufacture is given in Table 1.

Table 1.  Chronological history of fishing line manufacture (Stuart McPherson, G.W. McPherson’s, pers.
comm. 22/9/03).

Date Material Manufacturer / Brand Name
1800’s Linen and silk Cuttyhunk; Cherry Blossom
Late 50’s-60’s Nylon McPherson’s; Shakespeare; Berkley
1970 -80’s Co-polymers McPherson’s; Shakespeare; Berkley
Early 90’s Polyethylene Spiderwire; Fireline; Bionic Braid

Note: Italics indicate brand names.

The manufacturing process
As per the Castrol television advertisement of the 80’s; “oils ain’t oils Sol”, we can transpose this
comment to “lines ain’t lines Rob”.  Monofilament lines vary considerably in their quality, and it all
comes back to the manufacturing process.

Generally, there are a number of steps in the process when manufacturing monofilament lines.  These
steps involve the blending of nylon polymers by the use of heat, and an extrusion process.  In the
manufacture of high quality line, several steps in the process are repeated to ensure the correct
orientation of nylon molecules, thereby obtaining the desired breaking strain / line diameter ratio.  The
highest quality line is composed of co-polymers, a blend of selected nylons.  There are only a few
specialist fishing line manufacturers that can produce co-polymer line: Berkley and Shakespeare (USA),
Plate Bonn (Germany), Toray and Unitika (Japan) and McPherson’s (Australia) (Bray 1987).
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The key indicators of a high quality monofilament line are:

• as a general rule: the more expensive, the better the quality;
• the line diameter / breaking strain relationship: a small diameter in relation to the breaking strain

indicates higher quality line;
• the consistency in the diameter of the line: a high quality line shows no reduction or enlargement

of diameter over its length;
• the smoothness of line when run through your fingers: there should be no burrs or roughness;
• plastic memory: when stretched there should be no plastic memory; the line should return to its

original length; and
• suppleness: the line should feel supple rather than stiff: stiff lines tend to suffer from plastic

memory and lose a high degree of their strength at the knot.  Stiff line also forms a coil when
unwound from the spool.

Characteristics of braided and monofilament lines
Braided lines were originally made from linen.  They are now made from synthetic material, and their
desirable attributes as a fishing line include their breaking strain relative to diameter, and a limited
amount of stretch.  I suggest that the minimal stretch factor is not a particularly desirable attribute for
their use with a harptrap.  A line that does not have a degree of stretch places more strain on trap
components such as the line carriers and vertical uprights.  There is also the potential for braided lines
to cause injury to bats due to its abrasiveness (see illustration in Figure 1) and limited stretch.  The
most common brands of braided lines available are Spiderwire, Fireline and Bionic Braid.

Figure 1.  A: photograph illustrating the rough, abrasive surface of Berkley Fireline braided li
smooth surface of Platypus Platinum, a high quality monofilament line for comparison.

Unlike the abrasiveness of braided lines, monofilament line is heated and extruded to blend
into a single smooth form (Figure 1).  The smoothness, consistency of line diameter and sti
good indicator of the quality of a monofilament line.  Poor quality lines are generall
consistency in their diameter and can feel rough or have slight burrs along their length.  The
to suffer from a problem called plastic memory: when they are stretched, they do not re
original length, the result of which is a harp trap with lines of varying length and tension.  
line length produces inconsistent and often excessive loadings on the other lines, which p
on the trap frame.  The inconsistency of line loadings is of concern if you are specifically tar
or fast flying species.  A good quality monofilament line does not suffer from plastic m
excellent knot strength and a degree of stretch.  Stretch is an important character since it b
the impact on the bats when they strike the lines, and compensates for the inevi
discrepancies in line tension that occur when they are tied to the line carriers.
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Effects of the environment on monofilament line
There are additional important implications for the use of harp traps in the relatively high ambient
temperatures and relative humidities that are encountered in tropical regions.  Monofilament line can
absorb between 4-8% water per volume.  In the extremes of humidity, the monofilament line can stretch
by up to 50%, and the breaking strain can be reduced by 15% (Bray 1987).  At high temperatures, the
molecules become even more plastic and excessive stretching may occur.

By far the greatest influence on line strength is the tying of knots.  The weakest point of a monofilament
line where the knot has been tied.  The tying of the knot can generate a tremendous amount of heat,
altering the molecular structure of the line (Grant 1996).  One way to minimise heat build-up when tying
knots is to make sure the line is lubricated before it is tightened.  I am a strong advocate for the locked
clinch knot when tying the line to the carrier bar, unlike the half hitch, this knot requires the tying of one
knot only (Figure 2).

Figure 2.  The Locked Clinch Knot (source: Grant
1997).  The steps for tying this knot are: 1.  Wrap
the line twice around the line carrier, make five
turns around the standing line; 2.  Holding the
coils, pull the tag end through the loop closest to
the line carrier, then back through the big loop
you just created; 3.  Slide the knot tight and trim
the tag end. (Lubricate the line with saliva prior to
tightening knot).

A comparison of monofilament lines
To date, I have used the following lines: Asso (‘Rex Hunt’ brand name), Jarvis Walker, Penn, Bayer and
Platypus.  Based on the purchase price, all but the Jarvis Walker line were of what I would regard as
medium to very good quality line.  I discarded the Taiwan-manufactured Jarvis Walker line after tying 30
lines.  I found it to be very stiff and suffering from plastic memory.  I found the Asso line had a high
frequency of breakage at the knot regardless of how well the knot was lubricated.  The Penn line
tended to be to soft, was very plastic and continued to stretch when trying to tighten the knot.  I had
difficulty sourcing the Bayer Hawk line.  I found the Platypus Platinum line to be excellent, and I am
currently using this product.  Platypus also has another premium brand known as Platypus Super 100.
The specifications for this product are similar to the Platinum except that it has a smaller diameter to
breaking strain ratio.  Previous research I have undertaken indicated that bats had greater difficulty
detecting, using echolocation, line of ≤ 0.20 mm diameter (Gration 2002b).  Both Platypus lines meet
this criterion.  It should be noted there is an array of other well-known premium brands that have not
been trialled, however I felt they were either too expensive, not readily available or did not meet my
diameter criteria.

Based on my research and experiences with the aforementioned brands; I would suggest that harp
traps be strung with Platypus Super 100 (2.7 kg x 0.18 mm) brand monofilament line for the following
reasons:

� Geo. W. McPherson, the manufacturer of Platypus lines, is an Australian company known
worldwide as one of the leaders in the development and manufacture of monofilament line;

� the Platypus brands are readily available throughout Australia from fishing shops and major sport
stores;

� the Super 100 line is an excellent product; it has the functional qualities needed for use with
harptraps;

� the cost of a 300 metre spool is in the middle of the price range for a premium line: $12- $15;
� it meets my recommended breaking strain / diameter ratio (2.7 kg x ≤ 0.20 mm diameter); and
� it can be purchased in bulk spools of 1 kg (ca. 29 km), the cost of a 1 kg spool is equivalent to ten

300 m spools.

· 1 · I • 
1. I 

(:J '. 1.-, 
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Please Note:  Should you have problems finding a supplier for a bulk spool, I can purchase it for you
through my local Platypus distributor.

Recommendations
� The ABS listserver to be used as the initial forum to debate the merits or otherwise of my

recommendations;
� A follow up workshop to be held at the ABS 2004 conference to debate the issue of the

standardisation and calibration of harptraps;
� A resolution be put forward to develop a set of standards for the type of monofilament line to be

used and a method of calibrating / measuring line tension;
� A working party to be established to develop the proposed standards and present them to the

ABS membership via the listsever for discussion by December 2004; and
� Standards to be voted on via a voting form inserted in the March / April 2005 ABS Newsletter.

In the interim period whilst these recommendations are being debated, I can offer the following
suggestions when purchasing monofilament line for the re-stringing of your harptrap:

� use 2.7 kg breaking strain x ≤ 0.20mm diameter line;
� do not use braided lines;
� replace all lines with one brand and breaking strain;
� use the best quality line you can afford (generally, the cost will be in the range of $12-15);
� if purchasing a harptrap, ask your supplier to use the best quality line you can afford;
� purchase a well-known brand of line (if unsure, talk to your local tackle shop);
� store spare line in a cool environment and out of direct sunlight;
� lubricate the knots (either a small amount of saliva, or a mixture of water and detergent applied

with a small paint brush), and yourself when tying the knots (I recommend Coopers Sparkling Ale
for the human lubricant);

� use the locked clinch knot for tying line to carriers (Figure 2).

Future Research
By the time of publication of the next ABS Newsletter, I hope to be able to provide a simple method of
measuring the tension of the lines on a harptrap when it is set.  It is intended that the equipment used to
undertake the measurements will be based on that already in a researchers tool bag (e.g. spring
scales).  The purpose of undertaking the measurement is so surveys can be standardised and
replicated.

Conclusion
Whilst we (the Australasian Bat Society) are formalising standards for reporting and survey
methodology, it is also an opportune time to develop a set of standards for the calibration of equipment
when undertaking qualitative surveys.  If the above recommendations are accepted, we are one step
closer to eliminating one of the variables associated with the use of a harptrap.
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A solution to the problem of harptrap line relaxation when used in
the tropics or arid zones
Rob Gration
Ecological Consulting Services, 80 Hobson Street, Newport Vic 3015. Email: rgration@yahoo.com.au

Introduction
I am sure most readers of the Australasian Bat Society Newsletter know of my interest, okay obsession,
with designing and playing around with survey equipment.  I’m sure the articles in this Newsletter have
enlightened those who didn’t already know.

The spring-loaded system I introduced to my traps to overcome line relaxation (Gration 2002) is one
particular feature I like.  Upon reflection, I realised that users of Ausbat traps may have encountered the
problem of line relaxation whilst trapping under extreme climatic conditions.  Therefore, I have devised
an inexpensive and simple alteration that does not affect the use of the trap should you still wish to use
it in the traditional manner.

Materials and equipment
The materials include:

• two 7/8th x 3 inch long compression springs (Figure 1).  These are manufactured by Century
Spring Corp (Serial Code C-792), and can be purchased from Bunnings or any good hardware or
engineering equipment supplier for about $7.00 each;

• two 75 mm R clips (Figure 1).  These are generally only available from engineering equipment
suppliers and cost about $0.70 each;

• 1.2 m x 19 mm diameter length of dowel; and
• sheet of fine grit emery paper.

The equipment needed to undertake the alteration should be found in most sheds or workshops:

• tape measure
• permanent marker pen
• electric or battery drill
• 13/64th or 5 mm drill bit
• hammer

The alteration procedure
The first step is to set the harptrap up as you normally would, but excluding the legs.  Make sure you
set the line tension to your normal setting.  Using a medium point permanent marker, mark the point at
which the inner tube exits the top of the outer vertical upright tube (Figure 2).  Dismantle the trap,
keeping the marked vertical upright to one side.  Withdraw the inner tube from the vertical upright and
measure from the bottom of the inner tube to the mark previously made.  Now transpose this
measurement from the top of the outer vertical upright down and make a mark at this point.  This will be
the first drilling point.  Then, mark 2⋅5 cm above and below this point.  Repeat for the other vertical
upright.  Place a 13/64th or 5mm drill bit in a battery or bench drill, clamp the vertical upright tube,
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placing a piece of timber underneath (ensure appropriate personal safety equipment is worn, and being
careful not to deform the tube in the clamp).  Drill completely through the tubing at each at of the 3
marks, when completed, the holes should look like those in Figure 3.  The burrs created by the drilling
of the holes now need to be cleaned both on the outside and inside of the tubing.  Glue emery paper to
the 19 mm dowel to clean the burrs from the inside of the tubing.  The outside can be cleaned by hand
with a sheet of emery paper.  To finish the process, the R clips need to be opened slightly as per Figure
1.  This is done by prising open the R clips with pliers.  The alterations are now completed and the trap
is ready to use.

Operating the trap in the spring tension mode
Before setting up the harptrap, you must decide w
traditional mode or the spring tension mode.  If the t
insert the R clips or springs; set-up the trap as you no

If the spring mode is to be used, it will require a slight
components out within hands reach, withdraw the in

Figure 1.  The 7/8th x 3 inch long
compression spring, and 75 mm R clip.

Figure 3.  The three ho
the outer tube.
Figure 2.  Mark the point at which the inner
tube exits the top of the outer vertical upright
tube.
 -

hether you would like to operate it in either the
raditional mode is to be used, there is no need to
rmally would.

ly different approach.  The first step is to lay all the
ner tubes from both uprights and insert the R clips

les 2.5 cm apart in
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through the outer tubes at the required tension setting (in normal circumstances this will be the middle
hole).  A spring is then dropped into each of the outer vertical uprights and the inner tubes are then
inserted back into the outer tubes.  It should be noted that you might want to play around with the
tension settings to get a feel for what best suits your needs in varying climatic conditions.  Now that the
vertical uprights are at their required setting, you can erect the trap, although the procedure if you
are by yourself is different from that if you have a helper.

One person:  Assemble the stabiliser bar to the hips and insert the vertical uprights as you normally
would, then lay the trap down to put the headpiece in.  Roll down the bank of lines nearest to you and
attach to the hips.  Then, lift the frame from the middle of the headpiece, unroll the other bank of lines
and slowly walk towards the trap.  As it starts to get to high, move to one side and hold one of the
uprights to bring the trap to the upright position.  Now lock this bank of lines into position.

With two or more people: The process is the same except that the trap does not need to be laid flat
on the ground.  Each person holds onto a vertical upright and leans the trap down low enough to fit the
headpiece in.  The assembly of the bank of lines is completed as described above, and the legs, bag
and guy ropes are assembled.

Erecting the trap in the spring mode may seem a little awkward at first; but you will find it gets easier
after you erect the trap a number of times.  I can erect my triple-bank traps by myself in under 6
minutes, so it is possible to become very efficient at erecting a harptrap in the spring mode.  Should
anyone have any problems undertaking the alterations or is unclear on the erecting process, please
don’t hesitate to contact me via email or my mobile phone 0414 689 853.
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Some technical tips for using laptop computers to collect Anabat
calls
Kyle N. Armstrong
Biota Environmental Sciences Pty Ltd, FF2/86 Scarborough Beach Road, Mt Hawthorn WA 6016. Email:
kyle@biota.net.au

Introduction
The quality of bat echolocation calls collected using the Anabat system is maximised by recording bat
echolocation directly to a laptop computer.  This avoids many of the problems associated with using
standard audio tapes such as variations in tape speed, tape hiss, flutter and wow (Corben and O’Farrell
1999; p. 57).  While it might be convenient to use tape recorders and delay switches in some situations,
CF ZCAIMs provide many more advantages.  CF ZCAIMs also have many advantages over the use of
laptops (reduction in bulk, avoiding many problems with cables and batteries for example; Corben
2002; Richards 2003), however laptops can provide real-time displays of calls, which might be desirable
in some situations.  Laptops can also be a cheaper option if you already have an older ZCAIM.
Cheaper and older laptops, these days the Pentium I and II models, have more than enough memory
and storage space for storing Anabat files, as well as the option for including other useful software for
bat call analysis that runs within Windows.  However, as these computers become older, their batteries
will fail, and these might be unavailable or relatively expensive to replace.  Furthermore, some older
computers might not have the hardware to easily back up and transfer files.  This is especially worrying
if an old hard drive crashes or the computer is exposed to the weather.  This note describes two
solutions that I have come across to circumvent problems with laptop batteries and Anabat file transfer.
Please note that this system works with the equipment I have, and care should be taken with your own
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components, especially when connecting to a 240 V power supply, for the sake of your own safety and
that of your computer.

Laptop batteries
I currently use a Toshiba Satellite T2130CT laptop computer to connect to a ZCAIM V.  When I
purchased the computer for $200, the battery was dead, and so I could only start it by connecting to a
240 VAC power supply (i.e. the wall plug).  I discovered that the battery for this model of computer was
no longer available.  Since my intention was to use this computer outdoors, I began to investigate the
possibilities for connecting to a 12 VDC sealed lead-acid battery (or gel cell), which I would have
needed to do anyway.  I discovered that there were seven connections between the laptop battery and
the computer.  Without knowing much about electronics and the power management systems that are
included in the laptop computer software to regulate and monitor power supply and charge the battery
from a 240 V source, I managed to put together a power supply system that seems to work without
destroying the computer (as yet).

I removed the ten battery cells from the plastic casing of the battery, leaving the metal terminal strips
intact.  I also left the resistors and other electronic components soldered between some of these strips
intact.  I located the positive and negative terminals of the battery (marked on the plastic case) and
connected the wires as shown in Figure 1.  I left the connections between the other metal terminals
intact to maintain the circuit, and replaced the gutted battery case back into the computer.  A 3 Amp
circuit breaker (PCB mount, thermal, miniature, auto-resetting type; Jaycar Electronics part number
SF2283; $6.40) was included to ensure that the battery did not damage the computer.  A 2.5 mm DC
line plug (Jaycar part PP0511; short shaft; $1.51) and 2.5 mm bulkhead socket (Jaycar part PS0524;
$2.65) was used for a neat removable connection between battery and computer.  If the positive and
negative wires are connected around the wrong way, or if a smaller (e.g. 1.5 Amp) circuit breaker are
used, either nothing will happen, or the circuit breaker will be triggered.  If this circuit breaker is not
installed correctly, or is of the wrong amperage for your computer / battery system, damage to the
computer may result.  It is best to seek specialist advice if it is available.  O’Farrell (1998) gives the
current draw for a similar model of Toshiba Satellite as 1.65 Amps, well below the limit of the circuit
breaker I installed.  Other laptop models may require a circuit breaker with a higher rating.

Figure 1.  Wiring up the battery carcass (i.e. all cells removed) of a laptop battery to be able to connect
to an external gel cell battery.

If you intend to plug your computer into the 12 V cigarette lighter socket in your car, or connect it
directly to batteries where the voltage might be significantly higher than 12 V, you could consider
installing a voltage regulator.  I have yet to find an appropriate component, however I am currently
testing a Universal Voltage Regulator from Dick Smith Electronics (part K3592; a do-it-yourself kit; rated
at 1.5 Amps).  The current draw of the laptop is slightly higher than the rating of the regulator (1.65
Amps; O’Farrell 1998).  Therefore I have attached a heat sink to the regulator, and reduce the current

+ve 

-ve 
12 v Battery 
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(to just over 1 Amp according to O’Farrell 1998) by closing the lid after starting up the computer.  It is
probably not a good idea to start or have the car motor running if connecting the computer to the
cigarette lighter socket.  You will need to make up a cable with a plug for the cigarette lighter socket,
and with another 2.5 mm line plug to connect to the laptop.

I found that my computer needed to be started up within a few seconds of connecting either to the 12 V
or 240 V power supply: presumably the computer starts looking to manage the power supply or charge
the non-existent laptop battery, and upon not finding the correct battery parameters, disallows start up.
This computer procedure seems not to be undertaken if the computer is started up within seconds of
connection to a power supply.  The computer will also switch itself off after a short while if the charge in
the battery is not sufficient.  The Anabat System Manual (Corben and O’Farrell 1999) describes some
options for power economy, including the use of a RAM drive, and by limiting the time that the screen
remains on (by closing the lid; this reduces current draw; see also O’Farrell 1998).

File transfer
My laptop computer contains a Pentium I chip and runs Microsoft Windows 95.  The only way I could
transfer files was by floppy disc, which was excessively time consuming.  The option of using a thumb
drive via a USB port was not available since Windows 95 does not support USB.  Installing Windows 98
from the CD, so that I could then add a USB port, was not an option, since the computer has no CD
drive and the hard drive is too small to run the operating system effectively.  The USB option would
have been expensive, as would the connection of a stand-alone CD burner since I did not have one of
these either.  Furthermore, the absence of a network card and port prevented the network option.  The
cheapest and easiest option turned out to be the Direct Cable Connection (DCC) capability in Windows.
A Belkin cable with a male DB25 pin connector on each end (ca. $30) was connected to the printer
(LPT1) ports on the laptop and my desktop computer (you can also buy a Data Transfer Cable X8259
at Dick Smith Electronics for half the price).  The desktop runs Windows 98, and can connect to a
network.  DCC allows you to transfer files between computers, even those on a network.

Configuring the Windows software for a Direct Cable Connection is similar to setting up a LAN in some
respects.  The DCC can be found in the Accessories folder under the Start menu (sometimes in the
Communications sub-folder).  The computer containing the files to be transferred acts as the host, and
the computer where the files will ultimately be stored acts as the guest.  The full procedure for setting
the computers is detailed on the website: http://www.wown.com/j_helmig/dccinsta.htm.  It would be an
advantage to print this out if you intend to use DCC, as web addresses and information can disappear.
While the file transfer process is a little slower than using a LAN connection, it is quicker than using a
floppy disc, and can be left running while you do something else.  Thus, you can use a cheap,
expendable computer with outdated software and limited hardware, and still have the option of easily
and regularly backing up files.
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Analysis of movements by Large Bent-wing Bats Miniopterus
schreibersii based on 27 years of banding data
Peter D. Wilson
Key Centre for Biodiversity and Bioresources, Department of Biological Science, Macquarie University NSW
2109.  Email: pwilson@rna.bio.mq.edu.au

The Large Bent-wing Bat Miniopterus schreibersii (Kuhl, 1817) has been banded in Australia since
1957 (Purchase and Hiscox 1960) and continues today under the control of the Australian Bird and Bat
Banding Scheme (ABBBS) administered by Environment Australia.  The accumulated data from the
work of numerous banders was analysed by Dwyer (1969) who at that point had available 2,083
movement records of banded individuals between different locations.  In my study of past banding data,
I have had access to 4,331 such records.  In this note I present a summary of findings from a detailed
analysis of this data.

Methods

Data collation
With the permission of banders, the ABBS office made available the microfiche records of banding
datasheets between 1957 and 1984.  These data were transcribed to spreadsheets and, after extensive
quality checks, consolidated into a Microsoft Access database.

The following terminology is used in this report: “recapture” is used to refer to live retrapping followed by
release; “recovery” refers to the recovery of a band from a dead bat; and, “retrap” refers to both
recapture and recoveries records collectively.

A total of 78,319 records were analysed consisting of 68,112 banding and 10,207 retrap records.  The
retrap records consist of 9,548 recapture records and 659 recovery records.  As noted above, 4,331
retrap records represent movements of bats away from their banding site.

A table of site information was compiled.  Each unique banding, recapture or recovery location
encountered during data transcription was given a unique 3-character identifier, and the full name,
description of the location (if available), and latitude and longitude of the site were recorded.
Information on each site was drawn from bat-banding reports (Purchase and Hiscox 1960; Purchase
1962, 1969a, b; Simpson and Hamilton-Smith 1965; Hamilton-Smith 1971), and notes on banding
sheets made by banders or staff of the ABBBS.  A total of 297 sites were recognised including 158
banding sites.

Distance, initial bearing and time since banding
I wrote a program called ‘BatMoves’ to calculate the Great Circle distance and initial bearing for each
recapture or recovery record from the original banding location.  Methods for calculating these values
are described by Maling (1973).  BatMoves also calculated the number of years known to be alive
(YKTBA) since banding for each retrap record.

Key findings

Population home ranges
Population home ranges are not very well correlated with major catchment boundaries.  Instead, the
evidence from the expanded data used in the present study strongly suggest that population home
range is largely constrained by physiological factors combined with the spatial distribution of available
roost sites.

Typically 95% of movements around any banding site are 100 km or less.  That is, this applies equally
to animals banded at a maternity site, and those banded at non-maternity sites (e.g. male staging sites
or mixed-sex over-wintering sites as identified by Dwyer 1963).  Therefore, the effective range of a
population focussed on given maternity site may be up to 200 km.  However, the principle finding of
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Dwyer (1966) that the majority of females return to a single maternity site, which clearly restricts gene
flow and gives rise to a meta-population structure, is confirmed by this re-analysis of banding data.

Direct movements between maternity sites that are close together are extremely rare, although
interchanges do occur via shared over-wintering roosts.  This is illustrated by movements between the
Wee Jasper and Bungonia maternity sites in southern NSW.  These two maternity sites are
approximately 130 km apart.  There was only one direct movement between these two adjacent sites.
However, many movements of both males and females occurred via several non-maternity sites used
by both populations that are located between 150 and 220 km from each of these maternity sites.  The
principle shared non-maternity sites were Wombeyan Caves and Borenore Caves.

This pattern of home range use is consistent between all populations for each of the two subspecies
defined by Cardinal and Christidis (2000).

Dispersal movements
Long-distance movements between populations are typically under-estimated by mark-recapture
studies (Koenig et al. 1996), and considerable time and large numbers of individuals must be banded to
accumulate sufficient data to give a clear understanding of dispersal.  Dwyer’s (1969) study had
information on 25 movements greater than 160 km, whilst the present study has had available 194 such
movement records.

A key question concerning M. schreibersii biogeography is the rate of interchange between the newly
defined subspecies present in south-east Australia, namely M. s. oceanensis from eastern Victoria,
New South Wales and Queensland, and M.s. bassanii from western Victoria and south-east South
Australia.  The expanded banding data I analysed showed that 9 bats banded in the range of bassanii
were retrapped in the range of oceanensis, while 25 bats banded in the range of oceanensis were
retrapped in the range of bassanii.  However, since nearly twice as many bats were banded in the
range of oceanensis compared to bassanii (43,840 versus 24,272), the likelihood of a bat moving from
oceanensis to bassanii is roughly the same as the likelihood of dispersal in the other direction.

The expanded data strongly suggest the following: (a) dispersal movements are not uncommon events
although the majority of individuals do remain within their natal population home range; (b) as reported
by Dwyer (1969) females do tend to disperse more frequently than males, and (c) exchanges between
the implied ranges of the two subspecies are as frequent as they are between adjacent populations
within each subspecies.

Conclusions
The pioneering work by Peter Dwyer provided insights into the structure of M. schreibersii populations
throughout the species’ range.  His work also provided valuable information on movements of bats
between populations.  The re-analysis of an expanded body of banding data has reinforced the basic
conclusions arising from Dwyer’s studies.  One conclusion is, however, not supported: population home
ranges do not appear to be constrained to major river basins.

The expanded data used in the present study also show that throughout the period in which the
banding data were accumulated, the movement between populations now assigned to M. s. bassanii
and to M. s. oceanensis was as frequent as movements between populations within the range of M. s.
oceanensis.
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An arid zone bat call recorded in the Jarrah forest of Western
Australia
Bob Bullen
43 Murray Drive, Hillarys, WA 6025. Email: bullen2@bigpond.com

In the last issue of the ABS Newsletter, I reported on the probable extensions of the known ranges of
three species of bats here in the West.  One of these three was the recording of a call at Porongurup
National Park similar to the Inland Broad-nosed Bat Scotorepens balstoni in the south-west of the state,
500 km south of the closest confirmed record (from Wongan Hills), and lodged with the WA Museum.

Within the intervening period since writing that note, Norm McKenzie and I have both had the luck to
make Anabat recordings of the calls of S. balstoni 40 km south-west of Wongan Hills, extending the
range of this species even further.  In this case, even with such a short distance involved, the
significance of the extension is of similar importance to the previous report.  This is because both
recordings were made close to Bindoon, some 20 km into the northern Jarrah Forest Bioregion.  The
locations where the recordings were made (close to 31.3ºS 116.2ºE) were close to two small man-
made lakes in an area dominated by Wandoo and Jarrah woodland.  The locations usually receive a
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moderate rainfall in the Autumn season of approximately 50 mm per month, exceeding significantly the
more usual 10 to 25 mm for the documented range of that species (Churchill 1998) at that time of year.
It must be noted though that the summer and autumn of 2003 were times of severe drought in WA and
the rainfall was considerably less than the long-term average.

The identifications were made using our usual technique of analysing the recordings through Cool Edit
software and then comparing the consistently shaped and spaced search mode calls to our reference
library of WA bat calls (Bullen and McKenzie 2002; McKenzie and Bullen 2003).  In this case the S.
balstoni calls were very recognisable curvilinear fm calls with FpeakC values ranging between 33 and 38
kHz. The species’ echolocation characteristics are bracketed in the region by equally recognisable
Chalinolobus gouldii and Vespadelus regulus. These two species have similarly shaped curvilinear fm
search mode calls but with FpeakC values of 28 to 32 and 43 to 45 kHz respectively. The Western
Falsistrelle (Falsistrellus mackenziei) occurs in the wet Jarrah forest well to the south and has FpeakC
values of 32 to 35.

Fig 1.  Locations that Scotorepens balstoni calls
were recorded outside the published range for the
species.  The two southern locations were reported
in Bullen (2003).

Again it is clear from this result that we have a lot to learn here in the west about our bats.  Now even
the lists of species associated with the IBRA Bioregions should be considered preliminary and subject
to additional entries as time and field research move along.
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A comparison of the microclimate conditions of 3 mines and their
suitability as a roost for the Large Bent-wing Bat Miniopterus
schreibersii oceanensis
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Abstract
The microclimate of two disused mine adits near Broadford in Victoria were measured to determine
whether they would be suitable for the Large Bent-wing Bat Miniopterus schreibersii oceanensis.  A
mine adit known to be a wintering roost at Mt Slide was used as a control.  Overall the three adits were
similar in climate.  The mine adits near Broadford have significant human impact issues that need to be
addressed, unlike the mine adit at Mt Slide.

Introduction
Large Bent-wing Bats Miniopterus schreibersii utilise naturally-formed caves and human-made
structures such as mine adits and road culverts.  Their distribution range in Australia is along the south-
eastern seaboard, through Victoria, entering South Australia near Naracoorte.  They utilise a broad
range of habits including wet and dry schlerophyll forest, open woodland, paperbark forests, rainforests
and open grasslands.  In winter, colonies remain in roosts that are cold enough to facilitate a reduction
in body temperature so they can enter into torpor.  Bats enter torpor by allowing their body temperature
to reduce to almost that of the air temperature within the roost.  Breathing and heart rate are lowered,
saving a significant amount of energy whilst food sources are low.  In temperate areas, Large Bent-wing
Bats enter torpor from July to late August (Grant 2003).  Mating occurs at the winter roost between May
and June, however implantation of the fertilised egg does not occur until late August.  In October, the
females leave the wintering roost and travel to form huge colonies in maternity caves up to 300 km
away.  Birth is given to a single pup in December / January (Churchill 1998).  There are only two known
maternity caves in Victoria: one at Warrnambool, and the other in Gippsland

Not all mines appear to support Large Bent-wing Bats.  We predicted that the absence of a suitable
microclimate and limited disturbance would be the most critical factors that determine the suitability of a
roost for this species.  Therefore, we examined the microclimate of two mine adits that did not contain
Large Bent-wing Bats using data loggers, and compared these data with a mine adit nearby containing
a known population of ca. 250 Large Bent-wing Bats M. s. oceanensis (J. Sillins, Arthur Rylah Institute,
pers. comm., 07/10/03), for a period of five months between May and September 2003.

The two vacant adits at Mt Piper were originally mined for antimony between 1939 and 1945, and were
later surveyed for gold.  In 1980, 55.7 ha of Crown land at Mt Piper was permanently reserved as a site
for the study of the natural environment under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978.  A further addition
of 45 ha in 1990 bought the total area of the Education Reserve to 95.7 ha.  The area falls under two
Ecological Vegetation Classes: Box Ironbark Forest and Heathy Dry Forest for the Central Uplands
Bioregion.  Very little historical information is available for the mine adit at Mt Slide.

Methods
The Mount Piper Education Reserve is located to the east of the Hume Highway between the townships
of Broadford and Kilmore in central Victoria ca. 60 km north of Melbourne.  It is an isolated conical
mountain with the summit rising 456 m above sea level.  The mountain itself is a localised quartz plug
or epithermal deposit of quartz and other minerals deposited by hot solutions (Jelinek 1993).  The
vegetation is a mosaic of open mixed aged forest, comprising Broad-leaved Peppermint (Eucalyptus
dives), Long-leaved Box (E. gonicalyx), Red Stringybark (E. macrorhyncha), Red Ironbark (E. tricarpa),
Messmate (E. obliqua), Yellow Gum (E. leucoxylon) and Red Box (E. polyanthemos).  The understorey
consists of low shrubs and grasses.  The Mt Piper 1 adit is ca. 100 m long and Mt Piper 2 adit is ca. 70
m long.  Both have a single entrance and are 382 m and 367 m above sea level respectively.
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The Mt Slide adit is located at Kinglake National Park, 65 km north-east of Melbourne.  The park is
divided into four main sections: Sugarloaf, Mt Everard, Wombelano and the Wallaby Creek designated
Water Catchment.  The Mt Slide mine is found in a gully within the Everard block.  The mine entrance is
fenced and signposted to warn of hazardous gases.  The area has a cover of eucalypt forest dominated
by Mountain Ash (E. regnans), Mountain Grey Gum (E. cypellocarpa) and Messmate (E. obliqua), and
the understorey comprises Hazel Pomaderris (Pomaderris aspera), Blanket-leaf (Bedfordia
arborescens), and a range of fern species.  The Mt Slide adit is ca. 82 m long with a single entrance at
an altitude of 320 m.

Four methods were used to determine whether bats occupied the Mt Piper adits.  Headlamps and
enhanced Simple Bat Detectors (Ecological Consulting Services, Newport, Vic) were used to determine
whether bats in were present in crevices within the adit.  Indirect evidence of their presence such as
scats and corpses were also sought.  Anabat detectors (Titley Electronics; Ballina, NSW) were placed
at the entrance of each of the Mt Piper mineshafts for one night to record any emerging bats.
Harptraps were placed outside the entrance at a distance sufficient to allow for an alternative exit route.
Harp trapping was also conducted for 12 trap nights along flyways within the Education Reserve.  A
mist net (75 d x 32 mm x 3 m length) was deployed for one mist net hour at the entrance of the Mt Piper
1 adit.

Three ‘Hobo’ data loggers (Onset Computer Corporation, USA) were used to measure light intensity,
relative humidity and temperature in all three adits, with each data logger unit recording all three
variables.  Data was recorded from the adits at Mt Piper and Mt Slide simultaneously, at three distances
(± 0·5 m) from the entrance for a period of 2 weeks each.  Recording was conducted at 20 m between
26/5/03 – 8/6/03, at 33 m between 13/6/03 – 24/6/03 and at 60 m between 24/9/03 – 7/10/03.  Prior to
their use, the loggers were compared in a test situation and were within 0.4°C of each other.

Mounting cases for the three data loggers were made using hollow artificial aquarium rock to prevent
their theft.  A backing plate was constructed from perspex cut to the case shape.  Holes were drilled
into the backing plate to allow the datalogger to be fixed onto the adit wall with a masonry nail.  The
case had an open end allowing for placement and removal of the data logger.  The data loggers were
programmed to take measurements every hour for each two-week period.  Upon retrieval, the
information was downloaded on-site to a laptop computer.

Installation and retrieval of the data loggers at Mt Piper was comparatively simple.  However, at Mt
Slide advice on safety aspects and the structure of the mine was sought from others with experience of
the structure.  Hazards included leaches, a vertical drop and water to waist height.  Placement and
retrieval of the data loggers at all three logging points (20, 33 and 60 m) at Mt Slide required the use of
waders, three personnel, and a handheld CB radio.  Other equipment included hammer, nails, data
logger, tape measure and the data logger case.  Yellow cellophane was fixed to the headlamps to
reduce light intensity, and therefore disturbance to the bats.  The first person stayed at the entrance of
the mineshaft whilst two entered the adit, keeping noise to a minimum.  Communication was maintained
at one minute intervals with the person at the entrance, until the 33 m logging point where the curvature
of the adit reduced the reception of the radios.  A retractable paint pole was used to prod the ground
while wading to check for vertical drops.  The data logger locations were pre-measured onto a builders
stringline, which was then attached to the back of one person entering the mine.  The data logger cases
were attached to the adit wall with a masonry nail and the data loggers inserted.  A vertical shaft was
located between the 33 and 60 metre logging points.  The latter point was initially accessed by a canoe,
and thereafter by surfboard to avoid this drop.

To minimise the disturbance to the colony at Mt Slide, data was collected at the onset of the period
when the bats hibernate and at the start of the active season at distances that were sufficiently distant
from the main roosting area.  The ambient temperature for both Mt Piper and Mt Slide was obtained
from the Kilmore Gap and Coldstream weather stations via the website of the Bureau of Meteorology
(2003).  Other information recorded included entrance aspect, elevation, GPS co-ordinates and mine
dimensions at each of the logging points.
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Results
Mine structure
Both Mt Piper mineshafts were clear of obstacles and descend from the entrance, with the height of the
adits increasing slightly along their length.  Mt Slide also descends slightly and has a number of internal
features such as a water body that is dammed at the entrance, and a vertical drop that is present a few
metres past the 33 m point.  The height and width of the mine decreases dramatically at the 33 m point
and just before the 60 m point.  A narrow cavity (ca. 70 x 70 cm ±20 cm) had to be passed through to
reach the final logging point, a strong odour of guano was present at this point.  Measurements of the
mine at each logging point are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.  Measurements taken from the adits.

Mine Distance
(m)

Dimensions
(h x w) (m)

Water
Depth (m)

Altitude
(m)

Bearing

Mt Piper 1 20 1.9 x 1.0 0 382 25°
Mt Piper 2 20 1.7 x 1.0 0 367 20°
Mt Slide 20 2 x 1.3 0.8 320 20°

Mt Piper 1 33 2.3 x 1.2 0 382 25°
Mt Piper 2 33 1.8 x 1 0 367 20°
Mt Slide 33 1.1 x 1.1 0 * 320 20°

Mt Piper 1 60 2.2 x 1.2 0 382 25°
Mt Piper 2 60 2.1 x 1.6 0 367 20°
Mt Slide 60 2.1 x 1.35 1.1 320 20°

*  A tree root and compacted soil formed a landing at this location.

Microclimate
In all three logging periods (i.e. at each distance from the entrance), the temperature range within each
mine was smaller than that of the external environment (Table 2).  Temperature ranged within 3°C in
both the Mt Piper adits and the Mt Slide adit for the duration of the logging period at the 20 m point
(26/5/03 – 8/6/03; Figure 1).  The Mt Piper 1 adit was the most stable over this logging period, with a
temperature range between 14.1°C and 14.5°C.  The internal temperature of the Mt Slide adit was also
relatively stable and ranged from 12.6°C and 15.2°C over this logging period.  A gradual rise in internal
temperature was observed, becoming evident after several warmer days and nights between the 1/6/03
and 5/6/03.  External temperatures were higher at Mt Slide than Mt Piper during the logging period.

The temperatures remained constant at the Mt Piper 2 adit (14.8°C) during the 33 m logging period
(13/6/03 – 24/6/03).  Relatively little variation was also recorded at the Mt Piper 1 adit (14.8 – 15.2°C).
The greatest variation, although only slight, was recorded at the Mt Slide adit (13.7 – 14.8°C), where
the temperature gradually decreased over the logging period (Figure 2).

Temperatures at the 60 m logging points appeared to be relatively stable at both the Mt Piper adits:
there was no change in the Mt Piper 2 adit (14.1°C), and the Mt Piper 1 adit increased marginally from
6/10/03 onwards (by 0.4°C).  The temperature of the Mt Slide adit at 60 m was 4oC lower (14.8 –
10.6oC) than the temperature at the 33 m point during the previous logging stage.  External temperature
does not appear to influence the internal climate of the adits.

Ambient relative humidity was not recorded, however in the adits relative humidity was >90% for the
duration of the logging periods (Table 2).  Accurate figures were not able to be recorded since the
operating range of the sensors are between 5 and 95%, and accuracy is ± 5%.
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Table 2.  Summary of temperature and relative humidity (RH) recorded at the Mt Piper and Mt Slide
mines using data loggers, plus records of ambient temperatures from the Bureau of Meteorology
(2003).

Period Mine Logger
location

Temp.
range ºC RH %

Mt Piper External 3.1 – 14.3 -
Mt Piper 1-a 20 m* 14.1 – 14.5 >90

26/5/03 – 8/6/03 Mt Piper 2-a 20 m* 15.2 – 15.6 >90
Mt Slide External -1.8 – 18.3 >90
Mt Slide-a 20 m* 12.6 – 15.2 >90

Mt Piper External 2.4 –10.5 -
Mt Piper 1-b 33 m* 14.8 – 15.2 >90

13/6/03 – 26/6/03 Mt Piper 2-b 33 m* 14.1 – 14.1 >90
Mt Slide External 0.6 – 14.4 -
Mt Slide 1-b 33 m# 13.7 – 14.8 >90

Mt Piper External 0.2 – 15.2 -
Mt Piper 1-c 60 m* 14.8 – 15.2 >90

24/9/03 – 7/10/03 Mt Piper 2-c 60 m* 14.1 –14.1 >90
Mt Slide External -1.3 – 18.1 -
Mt Slide 1-c 60 m* 10.6 – 11.4 >90

*  logger placed at head height; #  at waist height.
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Figure 1.  Comparison of daily maximum and minimum temperature between mine adits in June at 20
m from the entrance and externally (Amb).
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Figure 2.  Comparison of daily maximum and minimum temperature between mine adits, in June at 33
m from the entrance and externally (Amb).
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Figure 3.  Comparison of daily maximum and minimum temperature between mine adits in
September/October at 60 m from the entrance and externally (Amb).

Discussion
The temperatures of all three mines are relatively similar, within 4oC, although Mt Slide was cooler over
most of the recording period.  The cooler temperatures in the Mt Slide adit might be attributed to the
location of the mine within a gully, with the cool air trapped in the gully influencing the internal mine
temperature.  An increase in ambient temperature in the Mt Slide adit was reflected internally (at the 20
m point) a few days into the first logging period.

I-+- ----
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The Mt Slide adit temperatures showed greater variation when compared to the Mt Piper 1 and 2 adits,
which were stable throughout the survey periods.  This variability might be due to the greater extremes
of temperature in the external environment.  Variation in external temperature was less at Mt Piper.
Temperatures deeper within the Mt Slide adit (33 and 60 m) were more stable.  It is possible that airflow
is reduced deeper in the mine, thus minimising the effect of the external ambient temperature on the
internal temperatures (Sanderson and Bourne 2002).  The stable temperatures at Mt Piper throughout
the survey periods suggest that the mines are in such a position on the mountain that the airflow does
not appear to affect the internal temperatures to the degree that it does at Mt Slide.

The combination of internal ambient temperature and relative humidity in a roost is important in
regulating water balance of the Large Bent-Wing Bat (Baudinette et al. 2000).  Their research found
that the metabolic water production of the Large Bent-wing Bat was equal to the water loss in dry air at
a temperature of 9.8°C and 25.2°C at a relative humidity of 80 – 90%.  The Large Bent-wing Bat was
deemed to be more robust when compared to the Eastern Horseshoe Bat Rhinolophus megaphyllus
and Ghost Bat Macroderma gigas in terms of its water economy requirements (Baudinette et al. 2000),
hence its wider distribution.  The slight difference in temperature we observed between the Mt Slide and
Mt Piper adits does not appear to be significant, given the wide range of microclimate tolerance of this
species (Baudinette et al. 2000).

Scat material of bats was positively identified at the Mt Piper 1 and 2 adits, at a distance of 20 m
onwards.  The Large Bent-wing Bat was seen roosting and utilising the adit at Mt Slide at similar
distances.  Two unconfirmed sightings of bat species have been recorded at Mt Piper within the survey
periods (Turner, M. 2003, pers. comm., 28th July 2003).  The local community has also encountered
bats in the mines at Mt Piper over a number of years.  Human disturbance in the form of rubbish and
graffiti is notably significant at these sites.  Additionally, Anabat detectors (Titley Electronics, Ballina
NSW) were used at the Mt Piper sites, and the species identified around the entrance to the Mt Piper 2
adit included: Gould’s Wattled Bat Chalinolobus gouldii, Large Forest Bat Vespadelus darlingtoni and
Lesser Long-eared Bat Nyctophilus geoffroyi.

Identification of species at the Mt Piper 1 was not possible since the placement of detectors facing into
the shaft resulted in the calls being undecipherable.  The scat material observed at the Mt Piper 1 and 2
adits suggests that the mines are being utilised occasionally.  Furthermore, bats have been
continuously sighted for many years in the Mt Piper area.  Obligate cave dwellers such as the Eastern
Horseshoe Bat and the Large Bent-wing Bat may be present in the local area.  If this is the case, one or
both of these species could be utilising the Mt Piper mines.

The Mt Piper adits have experienced significant human disturbance over the years, and this may have
hindered any long-term occupancy by Large Bent-wing Bats.  Further research is required to determine
the species that are utilising the mines, for what purpose and the duration of their stay, in order to
undertake appropriate conservation and management actions.
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Possible social calls of the Northern Freetail Bat Chaerephon
jobensis in the Pilbara region of Western Australia
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Introduction
Social calls of bats in flight can often be heard with electronic detection equipment (e.g. Corben and
O’Farrell 1999: p.49; Fenton et al. 2001).  Social organisation in bats is often complex, and therefore
many, if not most, of their acoustic emissions have a social function (e.g. Bradbury 1977).
Neurophysiological and behavioural studies have demonstrated that bats recognise different call types
and respond accordingly (e.g. Barlow and Jones 1997; Klug et al. 2002).  ‘Communication channels’
are also thought to exist within echolocation calls (e.g. Möhres 1967; Miller and Degn 1981), possibly
allowing bats to discriminate between conspecifics (e.g. Jones et al. 1992), to the point of reinforcing
acoustic and ultimately morphological and genetic divergence between cryptic species (e.g. Kingston et
al. 2001).

The variety of social calls in a particular species can be extensive and more variable than that of
echolocation calls (Fenton 1994).  Social calls are emitted commonly in the roost situation, but they can
also be emitted when bats are in flight and out foraging.  Various vocalisations have been recorded that
are associated with aggression, or play a role in territoriality, are used for communication between the
sexes, in mother-young relations, that warn of impending collisions and that are made when hungry
(review in Bradbury 1977).  Some species establish singing territories or leks amongst trees (e.g.
Epomops franqueti, Epomorphus spp. and Hypsignathus monstrosus).  Others perform aerial displays
(e.g. Vespertilio murinus) or displays within the roost situation that are accompanied by vocalisations
(e.g. Rhinopoma hardwickei) (review in Bradbury 1977).  The ‘chirp’ call of Macroderma gigas is
thought to be a long range call for communicating location and direction, as well as having a sexual
function (Guppy et al. 1985).  In the confamilial Megaderma lyra, social calls are complex and are within
the ultrasonic range (Leippert 1994).  Social calls include “grumbling sequences” that are thought to be
characteristic of stress or arising aggression; and “song” sequences that have behavioural stages
associated with each “song strophe”, and are thought to strengthen bonds between females and a
dominant male.  Barlow and Jones (1997) investigated whether certain calls emitted by both phonic
types of Pipistrellus pipistrellus while foraging had a social function.  The results of field studies and
playback experiments suggested that social calls served to deter other bats of the same phonic type
when insect densities were low.  In other species of bat such as Phyllostomus hastatus, social calls are
used within stable social groups to coordinate foraging among group members (Wilkinson and
Boughman 1998).  Those individuals that forage with social group mates benefit from shared
information about the location of food and the mutual defence of feeding sites (Boughman and
Wilkinson 1998).

Molossid bats form social aggregations, such as the large colonies in North America, or the much
smaller groups that occupy roosts in trees.  A total of 23 types of call and their associated behaviours
were described from Tadarida brasiliensis mexicana (French and Lollar 1998; see also URL:
http://www.batworld.org/miscellaneous/batbehaviour.html).  Vocalisations included territorial calls,
mating songs and associated responses, warnings and a variety of protestations.

Observations of Pilbara bats
On a recent biological survey in the Pilbara region of Western Australia, a considerable amount of
acoustic activity thought to be attributable to Chaerephon jobensis was detected using Anabat
equipment.  The survey was conducted after a period of significant rainfall in May 2003, and the activity
referred to was recorded over two consecutive nights in part of Weeli Wolli Creek.  This creek is a major
drainage feature that exits north from the Hamersley Range, and is characterised by pools and riffles,
large river gums Eucalyptus camaldulensis and large Melaleuca argentea that are supported by a
permanent spring.
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The amount of activity recorded suggested that a
relatively large aggregation of C. jobensis were foraging
or interacting above the creekbed.  The foraging calls of
C. jobensis are similar to those of Saccolaimus
flaviventris (McKenzie and Muir 2000), and so a positive
identification of the molossid species cannot be made.
However, C. jobensis was commonly caught in mist nets
on a third night in the same area of creek.  Typical calls
of this species were recorded from the ‘swarm’; both the
relatively flat calls, but more commonly the broadband
signals that are similar to those of S. flaviventris in
Rhinehold et al. 2001 (Figure 1).  Interspersed with the
broadband signals were short sequences of pulses at
lower frequency (between ca. 10 - 25 kHz).  Parts of the
calls were therefore of sufficiently low frequency that
they could be heard without the use of ultrasonic
detectors.  These pulses were also of relatively long
duration (ca. 40 - 60 ms) and their shape differed from
the typical frequency sweep of echolocation pulses.
Several different types were recorded, and a small
number of examples are presented in Figure 2.  The
absence of observational data associated with these
calls precludes a determination of their function. A Northern Freetail Bat Chaerephon

jobensis from the Pilbara.  Photo: P. Higgs.

Tree-roosting molossids are known to form social aggregations while in flight.  For example, McKenzie
(1995) provides an account of social aggregations of Mormopterus loriae in the Pilbara at dusk.
Swarms of up to 100 individuals were observed to fly above mangroves before dispersing to forage
singly or in pairs.  Such swarms might also occur in Chaerephon jobensis.  This species can be caught
in some numbers over large, open pools in the Pilbara (pers. obs.).  Further studies will hopefully
determine the role of such social calls made by swarming molossids, and confirm the identification of
Chaerephon jobensis.  The use of other types of recording equipment might also provide additional
acoustic information not readily detected by the Anabat system (e.g. Fenton et al. 2001), however
behavioural observations are required, no matter what type of equipment is used.

Figure 1.  Two sequences recorded from the Pilbara that could be attributable to Chaerephon jobensis.
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Figure 2.  Six examples of the many types of ‘social calls’ recorded and thought to be produced by
swarming Chaerephon jobensis.
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BAT DETECTORS
AND SOUND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

Listen to the bat calls with our high-quality bat detectors!  We offer a broad
range of detectors to suite your specific requirements.

The D100 is an inexpensive, high-sensitive heterodyne detector with built-in
loudspeaker.  The D200 is also a heterodyne detector but smaller than the
D100 and with an easy-to-read display for the tuned frequency.  The D230
has both a heterodyne and a frequency division system.  The most versatile
detector in the D200 series is the D240X, a heterodyne and time expansion
detector.  The time expansion system is very advanced with a maximum
storage time of 3.4 seconds.  Manual and level-activated triggering modes
are available.  The size of the detectors in the D200 series is impressively
small; 119 x 60 x 25 mm.

The professional D980 has a scanning heterodyne system as well as a
frequency division and a time expansion system.  The tuned frequency is
shown on a display.  The D980 is available in versions with a time expansion
memory of either 3 or 12 seconds.

All our bat detectors have commentary outputs to facilitate recording spoken
comments on a connected tape recorder.

Do you want to analyse the bat calls?  The easy-to-use and powerful Windows software BatSound displays the
spectrogram of the signal in real time and at the same time it stores the signal on the computer’s hard disk. With
BatSound it is an easy matter to produce Spectrograms, Power Spectra, Repetition Rate or Pulse Length
diagrams.  The spectrograms are grey-scale or colour-coded and of very high quality.  The Pulse
Characteristics Analysis enables automatic extraction of many important signal parameters, such as pulse
duration, maximum/minimum frequency and frequency at maximum amplitude.  The Automatic recording
mode turns the computer into a versatile "voice
operated recorder", i.e. it starts recording to a file as
soon as the sound level exceeds the chosen
threshold level.  You can print or copy the diagrams to
other Windows applications, edit and replay the sound
files and much more.  BatSound is suitable for
analysis of various bioacoustic signals, e.g. bat calls
transformed with a time expansion detector or bird
song.

BatSound Pro also offers the possibility to use a
laptop computer for recording and playback of
ultrasonic signals, without first having them
transformed with a bat detector.  Using special high-
speed sound cards, sampling rates up to 500 kHz are
feasible.

For further information, please visit our web pages,
www.batsound.com.

advertisement

Spectrogram of a bat call sequence made with BatSound

Phone:+46 1830 3880  Fax:+46 1830 3840
e-mail: info@batsound.com
Internet: http://www.batsound.com
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– Reports and Viewpoints –
Bat research in Madagascar with Lamin’asa Fiarovana Ramanavy
(Conservation of Malagasy Microchiroptera)
April Reside
60 DeCarle st, Brunswick, Vic 3056.  Email: aerbatchick@hotmail.com

The Lamin’asa Fiarovana Ramanavy (LFR - Conservation of Malagasy Microchiroptera) is a project
funded by the British Government’s Darwin Initiative programme.  The project incorporates research
and conservation of insectivorous bats in Madagascar with the training of Malagasy students in bat
research.  I was fortunate enough to join the Ramanavy team as a volunteer for two field trips, one to a
tropical rainforest (four sites) and the second to the drier south (numerous sites).

Microbats (“ramanavy” in Malagasy) represent approximately 25% of Madagascar’s mammalian
diversity, with over half of the 27 or so species of ramanavy being endemic to the island.  Despite this
rich and unique diversity, there have been few bat studies to date.  LFR Project Officer, Dr Richard
Jenkins, supervises students from the University of Antananarivo (the capital city) working on a range of
research projects around the country.

After a short acclimatisation period in Antananarivo I joined Richard, Dr Jon Russ (Aberdeen University)
and Amyot Kokofy (University of Antananarivo) in a survey of the north-eastern rainforests of the Makira
Plateau, the largest remaining block of unprotected rainforest in Madagascar, ca. 400 km from the
capital.  To access this remote region, we flew from Antananarivo to Maroantsetra then took a pirogue
(small boat) up the river to the small village of Marovovonana in the rainforest.  Here we met our local
guide/assistants Jean Francis and Roasy Ausguste, and our cook Narison Zollin.

It was a bewildering first trek from Marovovonana to our first study site.  The tropical heat was intense
especially as we crossed the open rice fields.  There was a steady, and at times very steep, incline
along a recently-cut muddy track.  With no French and knowing little more than “hello” (manahoana)
and “thank you” (misoatra) in Malagasy I was unable to communicate with most of the porters and
guides that accompanied us.  Within my first few hours in the forest I saw a Madagascar Buzzard Buteo
brachypterus and a Paradise Flycatcher Terpsiphone mutata, and heard the mournful cry of the Indri
Indri indri, Madagascar’s largest lemur.  We joined the ornithologist and primatologists, who were
already at the site.  They were friendly Malagasy people, who to my relief, spoke English.

In the 5 weeks spent in the rainforest we visited four survey sites.  The first three sites were two days
walk apart, but the fourth site was four long days of trekking through rivers and heavily leech-infested
country. We would walk through forest, and occasionally traverse agricultural areas and associated
villages.  In the villages we could buy honey, bananas, chickens and ducks from the villagers, all
welcomed additions to our diet of rice and beans.  The walking and field work was made, to say the
least, interesting with steep slopes, muddy ground and persistent rain.  We had some pretty hairy river-
crossings, with water reaching shoulder-deep at some points!  The porters we employed from the local
villages to carry our equipment and food were very skilful in negotiating thick bush and deep rivers
while balancing 25 kg sacks of rice on their heads or slung across their backs.  Our assistants, cook
and porters proved to be a lot tougher than us westerners, as they roughed the forest in bare feet while
we complained as our wet, soggy boots chaffed our feet.  I was glad to be wearing shoes as they were
the first line of defence against the leeches.  Boots didn’t help with keeping leeches out of armpits and
nostrils however.
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River crossing

On the first night of trapping I experienced what would become a nightly norm: negotiating a mountain
stream and the impossibly thick vegetation growing on its steep banks, in the rain, between nets; lots of
fireflies and frogs, but no ramanavy.  We amused ourselves in the dark between net checks by chatting
and having lemur or chameleon-spotting competitions.

The second night we caught our first ramanavy – a Malagasy Mouse-eared Bat Myotis goudoti, which I
extracted from the mist net with shaky, excited fingers.  Waiting in the dark for the others so that we
could process our first capture, I heard a scuffling sound on the ground beside me.  I turned on my
headlamp and startled a large (pineapple-sized) Tenrec Tenrec ecaudatus who was sniffing my toes.
We didn’t catch another bat until the third site, nearly two weeks later.

Most of the forest we were working in was uninhabited by people, and large areas were affected by
cyclones.  The regrowth from the cyclones was thick and difficult to negotiate, even after our guides had
cut trails.  It was not only difficult for us to traverse, but as it seems, not very bat-friendly either.  At each
site we recorded echolocation calls with detectors, and trapped with mist nets and harp traps.  Our
capture rate was low – only four individuals in five weeks, all Malagasy Mouse-eared Bats.  Detector
results were only slightly better, detecting the presence of Bentwing Bats Miniopterus manavi and the
Malagasy Sheath-tailed Bat Emballonura atrata.  In each cave we came across, we found no evidence
of bat habitation.  Not much to show after many long, wet nights sitting beside a mist-net!

The bats that did inhabit the forests were very manoeuvrable and thus highly capable of evading mist
nets.  Although we only systematically surveyed in the forest, we noted that there was a higher
abundance of bats on the edges between forest and agriculture.  On one occasion we trapped in a
village and caught four Madagascar Rousette Rousettus madagascariensis.  They might not have been
microchiroptera but they were a great treat!

Despite the lack of ramanavy, we were rewarded by the sights and sounds of Madagascar’s highly
biodiverse eastern rainforests.  For the first few nights I was kept awake by the constant cacophony of
frogs and insects.  Raucous families of White-fronted Brown Lemurs Eulemur fulvus fulvus played and
fought above our trap and campsites (a welcome sound, even at 5am!).  Richard pointed out countless
numbers of chameleons while surveying with detectors and Amyot spotted a Red Mouse Lemur
Microcebus rufous.  While walking during the day we saw the endangered Black and White Ruffed
Lemur Varecia variegata variegata and Small-toothed Sportive Lemur Lepilemur microdon.  During the
day Mongoose Galidia elegans attempted to steal food from our campsites and we accidentally
disturbed whole litters of tenrecs near the tracks.
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Our second field trip, to Parc National de L’Isalo, could not have been any more different from the first.
It was literally a walk in the park after Makira.  Surveying the dry sandstone country of the south we had
the luxury of vehicle travel, dry weather and bats in our traps!  In two weeks of trapping in Isalo we
caught nine species of ramanavy.  As Jon returned home, we gained research student Daudet
Andriafidison and our driver Rado Andriamihaja.  We had a new guide Alphonse Daniel Ratsimbazafy
and cook Romy Peterson Andrianome.  Malagasy language lessons were imparted by Daniel and Rado
during the hours spent waiting for ramanavy to hit the mist nets.  In turn, I tried to teach Daniel how to
identify the species we caught, but this was difficult with my very rudimentary Malagasy.  This did not
deter my colleague, as Daniel was by far the keenest learner I’ve ever met.  Without access to books or
journals, many Malagasy people have become very opportunistic about learning.  It has definitely made
me appreciate the resources that I have back home.

Team 2

We trapped over rivers and across walking trails in the dry sandstone country.  The most common
species encountered was Peter’s Goblin Bat Mormopterus jugularis, a ubiquitous species across
Madagascar and by no means the team’s favourite (I thought they were great, but I do have a soft spot
for Mormopterus).  I discovered that it is quite an acquired skill to be able to balance on a rock in the
middle of the river while extracting a bat who is trying to gnaw off your finger by the light of your
headlamp.  However the largest number of bats caught in any one night was achieved by setting nets
within our campsite.  Here we managed to catch a large number of the tiny, yet-to-be formally described
Pipistrellus sp.  We also caught Madagascar’s largest microbat, the Triple Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros
commersoni which would have won the bat beauty competition with its silky fur.  The Madagascar Free-
tailed Bat Otomops madagascariensis won first prize for the most bizarre bat I’ve ever encountered.  It
had enormous ears which are partially attached to the nose and project forward over it, possibly an
adaption for additional uplift during flight (Vaughan 1996, Fenton 1972).  We also saw two mega bat
species Madagascar Straw-coloured Fruit Bat Eidolon dupreanum and Madagascar Flying Fox
Pteropus rufus in the area.  By trapping at the entrance of a cave named “Bekapity” (meaning many
bats) we caught the Bentwing species Miniopterus gleni.  We found family groups of two Lemur
species, Verreauxi’s Sifaka Propithecus verreauxi verreauxi and the famous Ring-tailed Lemur Lemur
catta among the sandstone canyons.
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Triple Leaf-nosed Bat Madagascar Free-tailed Bat
Hipposideros commersoni Otomops madagascariensis

With 85% of Madagascar’s forest cover gone, conservation is crucial to the maintenance of the
country’s outstanding biodiversity.  Through projects such as LFR, much needed conservation
measures can be pushed higher up on political and social agendas.  I’d like to give thanks to the
ramanavy team, and my other friends in Madagascar who greatly contributed to a most memorable trip.

Species of microbat captured were:

HIPPOSIDERIDAE
   Triple Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros commersoni
   Rufous Trident Bat Triaenops rufus

VESPERTILIONIDAE
   Bent-winged bat Miniopterus gleni
   Bent-winged bat Miniopterus manavi
   Malagasy Mouse-eared Bat Myotis goudoti
   Pipistrelle bat Pipistrellus sp.

MOLOSSIDAE
   Mastiff bat Chaerephon sp.
   Peter’s Goblin Bat Mormopterus jugularis
   Madagascar Free-tailed Bat Otomops madagascariensis
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Batting in Papua New Guinea
Michael Pennay
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, Western Directorate, PO Box 2111, Dubbo NSW 2830. Email:
Michael.Pennay@npws.nsw.gov.au

Papua New Guinea is well known as a bird watchers paradise – but what about those whose flying
friends are furred and nocturnal? – well … you’re likely to be frustrated.  Papua New Guinea is home to
at least 91 species of bats most of which are extremely hard to see, catch or detect as I learnt on a
recent biodiversity survey with World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) in south-west PNG.

WWF has been assisting traditional landowners or “papagrauns” as they are known in Tok Pisin - PNG
pidgin, from the Kikori River region of south western PNG.  WWF have helped villages establish
alternative sources of income to forestry and mining through less destructive means such as vanilla
beans, and Gerehu (eagle wood) and are running a program to assist papagrauns set aside parts of
their land for conservation and traditional uses.  Unlike Australia almost all of PNG is held under
customary ownership – which means all conservation measures have to be organised at the clan scale
rather than through centralised government agencies.  WWF employ scientists to conduct a biodiversity
assessment of each conservation area nominated to be set aside by the papagrauns and I was lucky
enough to attend two of these surveys July and August this year.

Young papagrauns – Libano.

People wearing ceremonial dress
featuring bats – Mount Hagen.

Papagrauns from Faia village – Darai.
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The survey locations were very remote by Australian terms, with no roads, or airstrips and the only
access being by helicopter or walking for several days.  Both areas were covered in thick lowland
rainforest, with rainfall measured in metres, high temperatures, mud, floods, leeches, mosquitos,
endemic malaria and mites.  They also offered some potential for really interesting finds sitting between
the vast trans Fly floodplain habitats and the mountainous Southern Highlands.  For someone who has
been working in western NSW for the last few years it was a good change of scenery!

The first location we surveyed was in karst country on the Darai limestone plateau in Gulf province,
about 2 days walk from the nearest village Faia.  The papagrauns from Faia had cleared a camp in the
bush and made a helipad out of branches and vines, which made for some ‘exciting’ helicopter landings
and take offs.  Darai was exceptionally diverse with over 450 plants and 160 orchids identified by the
survey botanists in an area less than 2 hectares.  Considering that it rained almost the whole 10 days of
survey and that my camera, backpack and feet all went mouldy it was also not surprising that the area
was rich in frogs.  Over 30 frog species were identified, approximately half of which were ‘new’
undescribed species – although the papagrauns had local names for most.

Mammal captures were also interesting with some very interesting rodents found including the capture
of the Fly River Leptomys Leptomys signatus previously only known from the type series of four
females trapped on the Fly River in 1936, at least one ‘new’ undescribed  rat species and the sixth ever
capture of a very strange looking Groove-toothed Shrew Mouse Microhydromys richardsoni.  What
about the bats?....well, being karst country there were many caves and each evening I watched the
‘change of shifts’ when hundreds of swifts circling our camp were incrementally replaced by the
silhouette of hundreds of microbats against the fading light.  Each evening I provided entertainment to
the papagrauns and scientists alike with my wild swipes at shadows with a butterfly net borrowed from
the moth researches, for 10 nights I didn’t catch a single bat, but it was like gambling – I was always so
close.

What about other more conventional methods? … well, with 22 mistnets strung up throughout the area
and a roving harptrap that splits in half to fit in helicopters the capture of microbats was extremely low.
Perhaps indicative of the weather we nearly caught as many frogs in the mist nets at Darai as we did
microbats!!  That’s not to say bat captures were low, many late hours in the rain were spent extracting

Nice day for frogs: papagraun Amos at Darai camp.

Unloading gear on the bush materials
chopper pad, Darai.
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numerous squealing, biting, complaining megachiropterans from nets, mostly Common Blossom Bat
Syconycteris australis, Green Tube-nosed Bat Paranyctemene raptor and Least Blossom Bat
Macroglossus minimus.  But microbat captures were very rare – which was frustrating because it was
easy to see many flying about as we walked through the bush.  My suspicion was that bats adapted to
foraging in such dense cluttered environments could easily detect our wet dripping mistnets and traps
and avoid them and that we were catching only the very few clumsy unobservant ones!  When we did
catch a microbat it was very exciting, the species were mostly cave dwelling and included Maggie
Taylor’s Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros maggietaylorae, Fawn Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros cervinus,
Wallaston’s Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros wollastoni, Western Horseshoe Bat Rhinolophus arcuatus
and the Papuan Horseshoe Bat Rhinolophus euryotis, PNG’s largest rhinolophid. I brought an Anabat
detector with me (which was probably foolish) and recorded reference calls from all of the microbats we
captured, although I am not sure how practical ultrasonic detection will ever be in PNG considering the
propensity to rain, fog, mist, bucket down and generally precipitate.

Western Horseshoe Bat Rhi

Feeding a honey and water mixture to Common
Blossom Bat Syconycteris australis.
Green Tube-nosed Bat Paranyctemene raptor.
nolophus arcuatus.
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The second survey location, at the junction of the Libano and Hegigio Rivers in Southern Highlands
province was about half a days walk from Fogamaiyu, and generally a nicer place to stay with semi
permanent huts set up.  Although when the Hegigio River flooded after a heavy rainfall (surprise,
surprise) and sent 1 metre waves crashing back up the Libano River, submerging the chopper pad and
threatening the camp, this had to be re-evaluated.  Again the microbats of PNG were generally much
too smart to blunder into any of the mistnets set for them.  Megachiropteran captures at Libano were
more interesting with the addition of the Greater Tube-nosed Bat Nyctemene aello and Common Tube-
nosed Bat Nyctemene albiventer to the usual night time extraction of many screaming biting
Syconycteris, Macroglossus and Paranyctemene.  The camp was also not far from a colony of fruitbats
including the Giant Flying Fox Pteropus neohibernicus, which could be seen flying up the river each
evening.

Amongst the dopey unobservant microbats we did catch was the beautifully marked white and
chocolate striped Diadem Leaf-nosed Bat Hipposideros diadema griseus (see front cover of this
Newsletter), the second largest microbat in PNG (weighing 34-45 g), and the smallest of all
emballonurids the gorgeous Lesser Sheath-tailed Bat Mosia nigrescens usually weighing 2.5-4 g.  I was
told by one of the surveyors that Mosias were sometimes kept as pets when he was a kid in the village,
tying a piece of fishing line or string to them and flying them around like a little kite!

The smallest emballonurid, Lesser Sheath-tailed
Bat Mosia nigrescens.

Being a bit of a ‘bat nerd’, when the survey at Libano was finished, I took a holiday break and went
batting.  I visited Losapi cave near the village of Herowana in Eastern Highlands province.  Losapi cave
is the last known roost of Bulmers Fruit Bat Aproteles bulmerae.  This bat was described from 12
thousand year old fossil remains and was believed to be extinct until it was rediscovered by Tim
Flannery and Lester Seri at Luplupwintem in the 1980’s and became famous (at least in bat terms …).

The walk to Losapi cave fluctuated between hard, slippery and gut wrenching but it was well worth it for
the experience.  About 100 m into the cave it opens into a giant dome, the noise was amazing and the
reflected light from many thousands of eyes when I looked up with my headlamp at the ceiling was like
New York City.  There are many species which use the cave and amidst the furore – I have to admit it
was not very easy to identify them!.

Common Tube-nosed Bat Nyctemene albiventer.
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Herowana and Losapi cave are both in the Crater Mountain Wildlife Management Area, one of the
village based conservation area success stories.  The area is supported by the Research and
Conservation Foundation of PNG and anyone who is keen and fit can visit the area (there is a lot more
than bats to be seen, long-beaked echidnas, cassowaries, birds of paradise and fungi), for more
information you can contact http://www.rcf.org.pg.  If you're afraid of flying, forget it: to get there it is a
20 minute Cessna flight from Goroka through some spectacular highlands valleys, you also get to see
2750 m Mount Michael literally just out the window.

PNG is an exciting place to work, I have many storie
consumption of bandicoots, cassowaries, parasites, chlorof
telephones to talk to the dead. There are many opportuni
undescribed species but I have to admit that most of the ex
not the bats themselves.  I think batting in PNG is going 
lightweight waterproof automatic temporary immobiliser to 
plans now!!
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Product Review: A real-time portable data logger
Rob Gration
Ecological Consulting Services, 80 Hobson Street, Newport Vic 3015. Email: rgration@yahoo.com.au

Introduction
Fourier Systems are known as one of the leading companies developing and manufacturing data
loggers.  The Australian distributor of Fourier products is SITEST; they supply a range of monitoring
products for food transportation and water quality to industry.  SITEST has recently established a
subsidiary company: OZINTELL.  They supply equipment and training for the educational sector.  The
Ecolog XL has recently been introduced into their data logger range.  Peter Niass from OZINTELL
(http://www.ozintell.com) provided the use of an Ecolog XL and associated software for a 3-week trial.

Specifications

• 5 built in sensors: temperature, light, relative humidity,
sound, air pressure.

• 2 external sensors ports.

• USB port connection.

• 50 samples per second, samples up to 7 sensors
simultaneously.

• 64 kB user memory: 4 partitions.

• 0-50° Celsius operating temperature range.

• Powered by inbuilt rechargeable batteries or mains adapter.

• Weighs: 80 g.

• Dimensions: 106 x 60 x 19 mm.

• Display: 16 characters.

• Ecolog software V3.19.

• RRP approx $630 + GST

Discussion
The Ecolog XL is targeted at upper primary to lower secondary school levels.  That is not to say that it
does not perform the functions expected of a research grade data logger.  The software or operating
buttons on the data logger can be used to set up the unit.  The data logging commences in a field
scenario when the start button is pressed on the front panel.  It is for these reasons that it is targeted at
the upper primary / lower secondary school levels.  What was of particular interest to me was that it can
monitor and display the data in real-time.

I initially encountered some problems with the software: the link between the data logger and computer
would drop out, and viewing the file management window was not always possible.  Both these
problems have since been rectified.

The software allows you to undertake statistical analysis of data collected in the field or whilst
connected to a PC.  The data can be displayed in table or graph form and can be easily exported to
Microsoft Excel.  Video and audio can be recorded to the file when linked to a computer.  When used as
a stand-alone unit there are 4 modes of operation:
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• Meter mode:  continuously takes measurements without storing.

• Snapshot mode: similar to meter mode except that measurements can be stored.

• Easy log mode: collects data from all sensors, displays them and stores. It can log data for up to
41 days in this mode.

• Timing mode: is used to measure time related events.

Shortfalls
The only shortfall with Ecolog XL that I have experienced is that the sampling time cannot be set to a
delayed start to ensure synchronisation of multiple loggers, and the date of data capture is not
displayed in the graph or table format.

Conclusion
I believe this unit has great potential whilst undertaking fieldwork for recording the climatic conditions
that may or may not influence bat activity levels.  I would suggest that the Ecolog XL would be a
valuable tool in a field worker’s tool bag.

In compiling this review it occurred to me that there is also an issue as to what climatic data we should
be collecting and documenting in our reports.  I believe this topic is of importance and should be
discussed further.  The ABS 2004 conference would appear to be the most suitable forum.

Reference
Fourier (2003). Ecolog XL User Guide. URL: http://www.ozintell.com

The need for industry to be more active in the training of our
future resource managers
Rob Gration
Ecological Consulting Services, 80 Hobson Street, Newport Vic 3015. Email: rgration@yahoo.com.au

Introduction
My primary place of employment is in the TAFE system as an educator, and as part of my teaching
duties I am responsible for supervising the work placement of 2nd year students.  The work placement
component is vital as it provides students with an insight into the skills requirements and functions of an
organisation.  It also presents an opportunity to build upon their existing industry networks to enhance
their potential to gain employment.  Unfortunately, I have often been disappointed at the lack of support
given to students when seeking their work placement.

The following article is not directed at members of our association, the primary aim is to encourage both
the public and private industry sectors to play a more active role in a student’s development over the
duration of their studies.  I realise that this article should be directed to a wider audience, but I believe
this newsletter will be the catalyst to reaching a wider audience in the near future.  I would like to stress,
the following opinions and experiences are mine alone, and not that of the TAFE sector as a whole or
the TAFE College I work for.

Discussion
The Diploma of Conservation and Land Management is a nationally accredited training package with an
emphasis on skills-based assessment.  This new course supersedes the Diploma of Applied Science
(Natural Resource Management), a curriculum driven course.  The Diploma of Conservation and Land
Management was implemented at the request of industry; the units of competency reflect the skill
requirements identified by industry.
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I am a strong advocate for the changes in both the delivery and assessment of the course, they have
been long overdue.  The greatest strength in the training package is that it acknowledges the skills of
those already working in the industry and provides a means of assessing them so that they may obtain
a formal qualification if they do not already have one.  When a student cannot be assessed in the
workplace, the assessments must simulate a workplace environment.  TAFE and registered training
providers throughout Australia offer the course.  Once a competency is successfully completed, it is
nationally recognised.  The training package covers a wide range of topics at a range of levels
(Certificate 2 – Advanced Diploma).  An example of some of the units of competency delivered at
Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE are:

• Monitor biodiversity;
• Manage fauna populations;
• Conduct biological surveys;
• Plan the implementation of revegetation works;
• Collect and manage data;
• Minimise risks in the use of chemicals; and
• Plan erosion and sediment control measures.

An important component of the course has been the opportunity for the students to work for a six-week
period with a host employer.  Over the last 6 years that I have been teaching, I have been frustrated at
times by the responses given to students as to why an organisation cannot provide the student with a
work placement.  The general responses as to why a work placement cannot be provided have been:

• Occupational Health & Safety issues;
• Work Cover issues;
• Quiet period for field based activities;
• Lack of industry experience;
• General reluctance due to the perceived time involvement of staff; and
• No money available to pay students for their work.

My reply, in chronological order, to each of these concerns is:

• Students undertake Occupational Health and Safety and complete both a level 2 certificate in
first–aid and Farm Chemical Users Certificate.

• The students are fully covered under the TAFE College and Education Department’s Work Cover
arrangements.

• The student’s work placement is timetabled during the most active period for resource
management based activities: spring – early summer.  It is also important for students to realise it
is not all just fieldwork, they need to experience the day-to-day functions of an organisation such
as planning, budgeting, filing, data entry and report writing.

• The students applying for work placement have spent the last 2 years gaining a wide range of
industry-based skills.  Committed and highly skilled teaching staff train students; in fact many of
the sessional staff are drawn from industry.  A case in point is that our college has sessional staff
of the likes of Brian Coman (pest animal guru), Tony Sicluna (fire training; Country Fire Authority)
and Stuart Judd (Ranger; Parks Victoria).

• The time involvement of staff is minimal due to the existing skills base of the students, the host
employer should also see it as an opportunity to enhance the skills of future industry employees.

• The cost is minimal, $5.00 per day; this is a workcover requirement and is donated back to the
host employer.

I should point out that we have been fortunate in having a core base of host employers who have
continually supported the concept of work placements.  However they cannot provide the number of
placements needed each year.
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First time host employers are often surprised by the skill level of the students and the project outcomes
they achieve, the only cost is that of time of a staff member as their mentor / supervisor.  So highly
regarded were our students last year that a high proportion of them are now in paid employment with
their original host employer.

Conclusion
Industry needs to play a more active role in the skills development of our future resource managers, not
just at the course development stage or when they are employed, but also for the duration of a their
educational / training period.  It is only with the co-operation of industry that we can ensure we do not
suffer the skill shortages currently being experienced in many other industries.

Vale Alice
Carole West
Clarence Valley WIRES. Email: grimalkn@ceinternet.com.au

Every flying-fox that comes into care with Clarence Valley WIRES is considered special, but when Arie
Spek responded to a call from Alice Street in Grafton on 25/06/03 he found a most remarkable Grey-
headed Flying-fox.  “Alice”, as she was named, was wearing on the thumb of her right hand, a stainless
steel band, inscribed with a unique number (071-89348) and the address of the Australian Bird and Bat
Banding Scheme (ABBBS), based with Environment Australia, Canberra.

On contacting the ABBBS, parts of Alice’s life became known.  She was one of 144 Grey-headed
Flying-foxes banded on Susan Island on 18th January 1990 by a group of researchers lead by Chris
Tidemann of the Australian National University (ANU), and at that time was estimated to be 15 months
old.  She was in excellent condition at the time, weighing 565 g and had a forearm of 157 mm.

Given this information, the age of Alice at the time of her rescue, is estimated at 14 years and 8
months.  She was still in excellent condition, now weighing 770 g, with a forearm of 170 mm, pregnant,
and in her prime.  She could be expected to have many more years ahead of her.  She has become the
second oldest wild flying-fox recorded in the world.  Unfortunately, as time in care passed, signs of
injury through contact with overhead powerlines became apparent, and she had to be humanely
euthanased.

Alice appears to show a fidelity with the Clarence area over a long period of time, being banded on
Susan Island and ending in Grafton, however other reliable research suggests that Alice would have
travelled widely.  Observations show that Grey-headed Flying-foxes move throughout eastern Australia
from Melbourne (Victoria) to Bundaberg (Queensland), following the availability of nectar in eucalypts,
and using known campsites as stop-over points.  Flying-foxes radio-collared from Susan Island in the
past have been tracked to the Hunter Valley and Narooma on the NSW south coast.

Recent satellite tracking by Chris Tidemann (ANU) and John Nelson (Monash University) of Grey-
headed Flying-foxes in Melbourne showed a number of return trips between Melbourne and Sydney in
a short period of time.  Accurate information on wild flying-foxes is very scarce, as only 1% of animals
banded are ever recovered.  Although it is a shame that Alice’s life was cut short, her body will be used
by a number of researchers who will be able to decode the unique information contained in the body of
a known age wild Grey-headed Flying-fox.
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A short report on flying-foxes in Maclean
Carole West
PO Box 120, Lawrence NSW 2460. ph. 02 6647 7414, Email: grimalkn@ceinternet.com.au

Grey-headed, Black and Little Red Flying-foxes were observed returning to the Maclean Rainforest
Reserve in large numbers in the last part of September, 2003.  I understand that the Education
Department still holds a current license to disturb from this area, although the actual disturbance is
carried out by employees of Maclean Shire Council, as they have done for the past 4 years.  The flying-
foxes were observed on a number of occasions flying during the day, and settling in areas near the sub-
station and in the nearby gully – both places that they used following "the disturbance to end all
disturbances" in April 1999.  Local tin kettlers are back on the scene, with unlicensed ad hoc
disturbances in the areas the flying-foxes have been disturbed to.  The gully area has a number of
development applications for small sub developments before council at the present time, making the
gully a desired flying-fox free zone.  So for a month, as I write, this system has operated.  In the
meantime, heavily pregnant flying-foxes wing like shuttlecocks between the two "no go" zones.
However, as long as no harm can be proven to have occurred, then no preventative action can be
taken.  The return of the flying-foxes to Maclean indicates two points:  (1) they do live longer than 4
years, as this age was quoted in the draft management plan for the Reserve as being the length of time
flying-foxes would remember where Maclean was; and (2) the relocation of flying-fox camps has once
again resulted, as explained by Les Hall, in a different site at least as unpopular to humans as the
original site.

Maclean

Maclean High School Gully 
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/
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Educating the community about flying-foxes
Collected by Nancy Pallin
Ku-ring-gai Bat Conservation Society Inc. PO Box 607, Gordon NSW 2072. Email: pallin@bigpond.com

Capricorn Coast area of Central Queensland
Contributed by Joy Davidson

Our education efforts cover a large area.  Suzanne Grzegorski is in Calliope on the coast over 100 km
south of Rockhampton, Lyn Hoskins and Leanne Law live in Rockhampton and Joy Davison-Lee is on
the Coast 50 km north of Rockhampton.  These individual flying-fox carers belong to the Wildife Carers
Network.

Joy has attended local schools and community events on the Coast at Yeppoon with photos and
display boards several times in the past 9 months.  In January, Yeppoon was graced by a huge influx of
Little Reds, and combined with the resident Blacks; the fly out was magnificent.  This was a wonderful
opportunity for education and positive media so Joy took an orphaned baby down to the mangroves for
an hour every evening to watch fly out and do a show and tell.  This was very successful, with at least
four hundred people attending over a ten day period.  The media coverage was also positive: “Tourists
Go Batty Over Fly Out”.

Sue and Joy got together to produce an education CD on Power Point named “Spotlight on Bats”.  The
CD has been distributed to various organisations such as the Cooberrie Fauna Park, where it runs
continuously in their restaurant area.  The local Tourist Information Centre also has it running, and it
has been forwarded to the Australia Zoo and to Rockhampton Zoo.  “Spotlight on Bats” has been sent
to a lot of people and organisation in the hope it will be used to provide positive information.

Lyn and Leanne are continuing with their very successful education program at the Rockhampton Zoo
with schools participating on an average of once a week.  Lyn is also involved with flying-fox education
in schools and the community.  The feedback from these events is always very positive.

Joy is in the process of applying for funding to enable the purchase of resources and materials to be
used as teaching aids.  This will enable a more interactive education package to be put together for the
use on the Coast.

NSW Mid North Coast Region - Greater Taree, Hastings, Kempsey and Gloucester
Shires - Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation group FAWNA (NSW) Inc.
Contributed by Meredith Ryan

Amanda Boardman has a dual role as FAWNA's senior flying-fox co-ordinator and a Discovery Ranger
for NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service.  Amanda successfully applied for an ‘SOS’ (Save Our
Species) Grant from the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service's Threatened Species Unit to
purchase a 6 x 2.5 m portable education tent to create a ‘Flying-fox Forest’ (FFF).

The FFF was launched at Envirofair Taree with more than 1000 visitors through the structure in the one
day.  The Forest tent is decorated with vines and vegetation twirling through the roof structure and wall
areas, and with taxidermied animals depicting a family in a camp situation.  Two are wrapped up, one is
hanging by its thumbs, and there is a mother with baby and a dominant male.  These taxidermied
animals all died when an ancient Moreton Bay Fig came crashing down in the Wingham Brush.  Static
photo displays, thanks to Vivien Jones, Meredith Ryan, Marjorie Beck and Ku-ring-gai Bat Conservation
Society, include the feeding habits of flying-foxes, birthing, recommended tree netting methods and
types of injuries from negative human interactions.  The Australasian Bat Society kindly provided data
on flying-fox feed trees.  Last but not least, the Forest tent features live displays of from 2 - 4
‘educational’ flying-foxes.
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In its infancy, the FFF was taken to the Flying Fox Information and Conservation Network’s Conference
at Valla Beach, and has since been to Johns River Garden Expo (attended by over 8000 visitors), and
to a special flying-fox awareness afternoon and pre fly-out display at Kooloonbung Creek, Port
Macquarie.  As part of the Save Our Species Grant, a programme is currently being formulated to visit
schools throughout the mid north coast area.  FAWNA and NPWS join forces regularly with joint
displays featuring flying-foxes and other fauna at local fairs and community events.

Amanda has been visiting at least three schools per fortnight with FAWNA's licensed education
animals, and the grand finale of her fauna awareness education is always the flying-foxes.  Amanda
says "it's amazing how 'blown away' the kids are by the bats, and they seem to ask so many more
questions about them than the other species we have on the day".

Amanda has recently completed the NPWS Discovery ‘Going Batty’ school holiday programme in Port
Macquarie, Wauchope, Laurieton, Wingham and Taree Libraries.  The two hour interactive activities
start with the children making a clip-on bat with a clothes peg, and then meeting the live education bats.
Following that is a bat story telling, and a game where the children take on the persona of a flying-fox
leaving its camp on the nightly search for food and meeting all the experiences and hazards that our
flying-foxes come across on a daily basis.  The little tot that got taken by a fox was not impressed!  The
final activity of the two hour programme included each child contributing to a wall hanging that depicted
a flying-fox camp with a drawing of a flying-fox "doing its thing", or drawing a predator such as a python,
sea eagle or powerful owl.  The kids showed incredible enthusiasm for the wall hanging and it is great
to see that their efforts are still on show in a couple of libraries.  The ‘Going Batty’ programme resulted
in very positive media coverage both on television and in print.

Ku-ring-gai Bat Conservation Society Inc. (KBCS)
Contributed by Nancy Pallin

KBCS is a Sydney-based group dedicated to the conservation of bats - particularly Grey-headed Flying-
foxes (GHFF) and their habitat.

KBCS made a special effort during the year to raise awareness of the plight of GHFF and the
importance of Ku-ring-gai Flying-fox Reserve in Gordon (Sydney) - a local roost site.  Guided
inspections emphasising flying-fox conservation issues were given to councillors, council staff, and
politicians (such as the NSW Shadow Minister for the Environment).  We shared information with other
visitors including staff from the Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney and Melbourne, wanting to learn first
hand about habitat and colony life.  A flying-fox display was mounted in Ku-ring-gai Library at Gordon,
which included the results of the ‘Neighbours of Ku-ring-gai Flying-fox Reserve: Community attitudes
survey 2001’.  This coincided with street meetings for residents living near the reserve to talk about
weeds, flying-foxes and survey results.

One of KBCS’s greatest assets is our group of 10 education flying-foxes housed in Lane Cove National
Park and used for our education programme.  Many visitors enjoy watching them, aided by informative
signage.  Scheduled ‘meet and greet’ park tours and occasional impromptu talks are conducted by
visiting KBCS volunteers.  We continue to give many school talks and attend open events - about 50
this year.  Our Velcro board activity, where children help build a picture of flying-fox life, is always a big
hit, as is the toy mother bat (Mrs Hook) used to hook onto little human fingers.  A new innovation this
year was a well attended environmental education event run over two days by Warringah Council.  This
brought a number of environmental groups together and enabled us to reach over 300 children - it
would be great to see more of this type of event.  KBCS are supported by a small but dedicated group
of ‘bat speakers’.  Without these wonderful people the education programme would not be the success
it is.  A future episode of TV’s Animal Hospital (US Animal Doctor) will feature the KBCS education
flying-foxes and promote their ecological importance.  It has not been shown on Channel 9 yet, but you
may catch it on cable.

KBCS has been working to promote the use of suitable netting to protect garden fruit trees from flying-
foxes and birds.  Based on our advice and using an illustration by Michael Herron, the NSW National
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Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) has produced a leaflet and a web page on protecting garden fruit
trees from flying-foxes and other wildlife.

Marjorie Beck has assisted numerous student researchers, providing advice on the Reserve and bat
behaviour.  Hopefully their findings will help us all learn more about these important animals.

Our latest project (in cooperation with Ku-ring-gai Council, Vivien Jones and her wonderful photos) was
the production of a GHFF colour brochure, funded by an Envirofund Grant.  Orders from NPWS, local
government and wildlife care groups has increased the print run from an original 10,000 to 70,000.  The
brochure will soon be available to tourist information offices and other interested parties.

The KBCS web site continues to expand, and we recently updated our FAQ section.  Web mail receives
bat related questions from all over the world and, thanks to Ros Noone, every one is answered.  Some
people who contact are alarmed about flying-foxes in their neighbourhood and require reassurance and
information.  Others are students looking for material.  The internet is an increasingly important part of
an education programme.  A netting web page/brochure and pollination posters are available to
download at www.sydneybats.org.au.  Coming soon - an order form for our colourful and exciting new
GHFF brochure!  KBCS appreciates the voluntary contributions of webmaster John Armston and
domain support provided by John Walker of Henge Systems.

Perhaps other people or groups involved in education about bats would like to contribute a summary of
their activities for the next Australasian Bat Society Newsletter.  Send your story to Nancy Pallin via
email to pallin@bigpond.com

Illustration of the flying-fox skeletal system by Louise Saunders from the book “Flying Foxes: Fruit and
Blossom Bats of Australia” by Leslie Hall and Greg Richards (page 23).  Louise can be contacted on
(07) 3821 0166 or by email: louisesaunders@bigpond.com
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An Australian bat artist
Elery Hamilton-Smith
School of Environmental Sciences, Charles Sturt University, and Chair, IUCN/WCPA Task Force on Caves and
Karst. Email: elery@alphalink.com.au

As at least some members will recall, one of my peripheral interests is a collection of stamps and other
philatelic items depicting bats.  Here is one of my most recent acquisitions – a series from Cyprus to
celebrate the work of WWF, and depicting Rhinolophus euryale.

A few inquiries established that the artist responsible for the very high quality images was an Australian,
Owen Bell, or Bela.  His work style is distinctive in that although his source material is from
photographs, the actual image is hand-drawn onto a graphics tablet and hence directly to a digital file.
This provides much higher quality and precision than a photograph alone can do.

The resulting quality of image is quite outstanding.  Owen has done many other images for the WWF
postage stamp series across the world – for details, visit the printers web site: http://www.groth.ch/

If anyone would like somebody to produce high grade images of bats, or other fauna, in any size from
postage stamp to poster, contact Owen on owz@iinet.net.au  The scan with this article does not do
justice to his work, of course.
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– News and Announcements –
A tribute to Gordon John Toop
Dianne Vavryn

It is with sadness that I write of the passing of a friend and colleague Gordon John Toop on Sunday, the
21st September aged 55 years.  John was the much loved son of Gordon and Amy Toop (both
deceased) the dearly beloved husband of Pauline and Loving Father of Alan and Andrew.  John had
several bouts of life threatening illness over several years.

John’s funeral service was held on the 24th September at the East Chapel of the Rockhampton
Crematorium.  The chapel was full and overflowing by those who attended to pay their last respects.
These included family and friends, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service work colleagues,
Department of Primary Industries staff, Members of the Frenchville Sports Club, Frenchville Fishing
Club, Canoe Club, Central Queensland Speleological Society, Central Queensland University,
Teachers from Parkhurst School where Pauline teaches and many others.  The Rangers at Rosslyn
Bay conducted an underwater salute during a scuba dive to acknowledge John’s contribution to the
Marine Park at the same time the service was being held in Rockhampton.

Peter Berrill from the Central Queensland Speleological Society opened the service with highlights of
John’s achievements and personal memories, followed by Doug Crossman from Queensland Parks and
Wildlife Service.  See Doug’s Tribute on the following pages.  John had been a past member of CQSS
and a much-admired friend and mentor to many.  John and Doug first met as students at the University
of Queensland in 1972 and in 1982 Doug also started work in the Rockhampton Office of QPWS where
John had worked already for a number of years.  They remained good friends and colleagues and had
many fond memories of their times together as University students and work colleagues.

A close friend of the Toop’s and colleague of John, Lana Little, travelled from Chillagoe to stay with
Pauline, to offer her comfort and assistance.  After Doug’s speech Lana recited a poem written by
Judith Wright published in Mt Etna & The Caves A Plan for Action, a report by Elery Hamilton-Smith
and Randell Champion.  The poem is very reminiscent of John during the Mount Etna Mining
controversy.

(WITH APOLOGIES TO LEWIS CARROLL)

I thought I saw a Mountain peak
Where I could roam in peace.
I looked again and found it was
Another Mining lease.

I thought I saw a splendid Cave
With Stalactites bedecked.
I looked again and saw it was
Completely flat and wrecked.

I thought I saw a Roadside sign
‘Come see our Grand Attractions!’
I looked again and found it was
A Bulldozer in Action.

I thought I saw a Flock of Bats
That were extremely rare.
Alas, it was a Scientist
Who wept and tore his hair.

I thought I saw a Tourist State
Where happy thousands went.
I looked again and saw it was
Paved wholly with cement.
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Many of John’s fellow work mates wore their uniforms and each placed a QPWS badge with the well-
known possum on his coffin as a remark of respect and in recognition of his huge contribution to the
Service.

Anyone else wishing to say a few words was invited too.  Bill Fisher, former Regional Director Central
Region (QPWS) now retired, recited a poem he had written.  Alistair Melza from the Central
Queensland University spoke of how obliging John was in getting the necessary permits to them or if
delayed would go out of his way to make sure the research they were undertaking was legal.

At the Wake, the QPWS presented a Computer display made up of photos of John, both recent, and
those going back many years.  Three staff members, Marnie Crossman, Susan Crocetti and Rebecca
White shared some funny little memories of Toopy with family and friends referred to as ‘lessons learnt
from Toopy’.  Here are a few of them, there are many others.
“Irish pie tastes twice as good with twice the recommended amount of Guiness.  An additional six pack
is required for the chef during preparation.”
“Hairdressers are a waste of time and money.  You can give yourself a perfectly good haircut by tipping
upside-down and making one straight horizontal cut.”
“Flaky caked on tannins in your tea cup apparently don’t ruin your cup of tea (but may put others off
theirs).”
“Being politically incorrect is much more fun (and you can say almost anything if you do so in good
humour, with a grin and a twinkle in your eyes).”
“Marie biscuits can swell to the size of a dinner plate—so one biscuit will keep you going all day.
Essential camping food.”
“You can melt lead in a microwave but grapes explode.”
“You only need two pairs of shoes—a black pair and a brown pair.”
“Sticking a beer can up a chooks butt while roasting, does make them taste better.”
“The world, its plants, animals and peoples are a continual learning amazement.”
“Sometimes in your life you meet extraordinary people in ordinary places.”

As advised by Di Nicholson – Frenchville Sports club fishing club – John Toop’s ashes have been
scattered in the water at 8am, Monday 3rd November 2003.  The location was Big Sandy Reef, number
21-465, approx. Latitude 21° 49’.0 S - Longitude 151° 53’.0 E.  A small ceremony was held, with beers
being drunk by all present to commemorate the event.  The reef is part of the "Swains Reef" complex
and was one of Johns favourite fishing spots.  The reef is also home to a 300 kg Groper that John used
to feed from the back of the boat when he was out there.

John Toop was well known among the Caving and Bat Community and indeed has some close friends
in the Australasian Bat Society.  Those who attended the 8th Australasian Bat Society Conference in
1998 will recall the unforgettable experience of hearing John talk about his work with Ghost Bats,
Macroderma gigas, and witness his expert handling and love of these remarkable animals.  John also
presented a paper at the Australasian Cave and Karst Management Association’s Conference 1993 on
his photographic method of monitoring increases or decreases in bat numbers at Bat Cleft.

At the 1999 Australian Speleological Federation Conference John was awarded a Certificate of Merit.
Awarded in grateful recognition of significant and lasting contributions to the advancement of Australian
speleology, specifically for the long term dedication towards the conservation of Mt. Etna and
Limestone Ridge and in particular the preservation of the Ghost Bat.

I first met John and his wife Pauline in 1979 on Mount Etna.  John was studying Ghost Bats in the
region and the caves had to be checked regularly for Ghost Bat usage.  Many caves on Mount Etna
require rope skills to enter and exit.   John and Pauline were well equiped and experienced and shared
the task of searching the caves.  Both John and Pauline were members of the University of Queensland
Speleological Society, based in Brisbane, where they first met and later married.  They moved to
Rockhampton when John commenced his Ghost Bat studies and joined the Central Queensland
Speleological Society.

I have many special memories of John and am thankful to have had the opportunity to accompany him
several times checking caves for Ghost Bats.  My task was to scrape the guano away from under the
roost so he would know whether or not the roost had been occupied the next time he visited.  Several
times I accompanied John to Bat Cleft while he did his photographic monitoring.  John gained access
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through the mine driving up the disused mine benches to Bench Nine.  My first experience of this route
by vehicle was with John who was an old hand at it and although I did feel a little scared I did savor the
experience.

John visited Olsen’s Capricorn Caverns (Capricorn Caves) regularly to check the Ghost Bat roosts up
until the late 1980’s.  Rodney and Annette Olsen (former owners) always looked forward to his visits.
John considered one cave, Gigas Hall an especially important habitat cave.

There were many working bees held at John and Pauline’s home screen printing T-shirts that were sold
on Bat Cleft tours to raise money to help towards getting Mount Etna protected.  The first bat design
that included Save Our Caves needed improving and John, as a club member, arranged for new
screens to be made professionally.  These included an exact picture of a Ghost Bat taken from a well-
known photo of John holding a Ghost Bat with its wings out stretched.   John kept a framed
enlargement of this photo beside his desk.  Three screens were made with this design, “Kid Caver”,
“The Central Queensland Speleological Society” and “Save Our Caves.”  John made a special frame
which enabled the screening to be done almost like an assembly line on their kitchen table.  One
person removing the T-shirts from their packets, another placing the cardboard inside the shirts,
another placing the T-shirt in position for John to screen print, a task John always did, another removing
the shirt and placing it away to dry.  The shirts were ironed to make the design permanent.   Finally the
T-shirts would be refolded, put back into their packets, and sorted out into their sizes.  The screen was
thoroughly cleaned ready for the next time shirts needed screening.  Although it was hard work for John
and the perspiration would be running down his face they were very happy and fondly memorable
occasions.

The above mentioned bat design is also used as the letterhead of the Central Queensland
Speleological Society.  It has a very emotional and deep meaning for those of us locally associated with
the efforts to save the areas limestone body from being mined and even more so now with John’s
passing.

All the main entrances of all the major caves on Limestone Ridge and Mount Etna were tagged with the
full name of the cave by CQSS.  Years later they were redone by the QPWS, friends of John and
members of the Central Queensland Speleological Society.  John, the QPWS representative, was the
driving force and had the square aluminum tags made and punched as well as organizing the trips. This
time, not only the main entrances were tagged but every entrance to every cave on Limestone Ridge
with the cave number and entrance number.  Together with John and his friends the Dendle family, I
had the privilege of helping on all these trips.  Having a drink and chatting together at The Caves Pub
followed by a family barbecue at the Club’s picnic/camping area completed the day.

It was most rewarding to witness John handling a Ghost Bat surrounded by fifty or more people
listening and watching all in absolute awe.  I felt enriched having had the opportunity to see this on
several occasions.  Firstly when I was on a pre-conference tour of the International Bat Conference
held in Sydney in 1989 arranged with John by Dr. Les Hall an internationally known bat researcher.
This was so successful that John was approached and accepted to do it again for the 10th ACKMA
Conference 1993.  The experience is so awe inspiring that it was also included in the 8th Australasian
Bat Society Conference in 1998 and again at the Australian Speleological Federation Conference in
1999.  John had some concerns that he may not be successful in catching a Ghost Bat for the 1998
Conference as it was not the best time of year for them to be in Johannsen’s Cave.  The two buses of
delegates had their dinner at the Caves Pub while John and a work colleague mist netted the main
entrance of Johannsen’s Cave.  The look and sign of victory John had when he arrived at the pub I will
always remember.  He had caught eight bats and much sooner than he had expected.  It was a time of
rejoicing as it would have been a huge disappointment for many if no bats were caught.

Jim Reside who attended the 10th ACKMA 1993 wrote of Johns passing:

“I received your note on the passing of John Toop and instantly recalled a vivid and ever-lasting
memorable moment in my life.  I recall John taking me down into a Ghost Bat cave opposite Mt Etna
and allowing me to assist in setting up nets to catch the Ghost Bats.  I remember managing to catch
two of the marvellous beasts.  I was so excited and awed by the experience, the privilege and the
opportunity to talk with John and to watch him at work.  A very sad occasion for you all.”
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There are many facets to John; he made a huge contribution in many ways towards the protection of
caves and bats, parts of the Great Barrier Reef and much, much more.  John loved fishing and many in
QPWS have enjoyed savoring the fish caught and smoked by John.  He always played a major role in
making the Christmas celebrations for his work mates such a success.  John often worked out the
menu, helped with the shopping and did the barbecuing.  At one Christmas celebration held at Cammoo
John smoked fish and chickens for the occasion.  On the day he also cooked the pig on the spit and the
vegetables.  John was considered the expert in QPWS on caves and bats and often was called on for
advice.  He assisted staff at Chillagoe on several occasions and also did work at Camooweal.  He
developed the first Cave Classification document for the local area, which later resulted in the gating of
sensitive caves and important habitat caves.

In the 1970’s John was the first person to laboratory breed Ghost Bats and later release them into
natural conditions.  During his study John made many important scientific observations.  All his captive
animals were given numbers and names.   Diana, Venus, Athena, Aphrodite, Artemis, Aurora, Ulysses,
Mercury, Poseidon, Zeus, Apollo and Hermes.

After an incident when he nearly drowned in the liquid guano at the bottom of Bat Cleft he designed a
floating pontoon that enabled him to cross the pool.  He entered Bat Cleft once a year to measure the
guano levels. There were many helpers who assisted John in getting the pontoon into the cave and
positioned.  It ended up that John was not the only one to get soaked in this putrefied liquid but this time
not by accident.

On a number of occasions we expressed our concerns and fears about what could happen at Bat Cleft
and how they might be approached.

Over the years John took many school groups on educational tours through Johannsen’s Cave.  Those
children and young adults were really given a treat to have had John with his extensive knowledge of all
the relevant subjects and an expert at imparting that knowledge to others.  He also had given talks on
bats at several schools.  John was immensely proud too at the birth of his own children Alan and
Andrew and as they were growing up often spoke of them with pride.

“Toopy” as he is affectionately known is greatly missed and I am sure all Australasian Bat Society
Members join with me in expressing our condolences to his wife Pauline and two sons Alan and
Andrew.

A QPWS tribute to “Toopy”
Written and delivered by Doug Crossman
Toopy’s Cremation Service, 24 September 2003,
Rockhampton

If I were to speak about Gordon Toop, you might think that
you were at the wrong service, and John Toop sounds too
formal, almost as if he were “in trouble”, which he isn’t, so I
will talk about “Toopy”, or “Mr Toop”, and occasionally John,
as it is by these names that he will be remembered in the
hearts of his work colleagues.

I first met Toopy when I was a student at the University of
Queensland in 1972, where he was a laboratory tutor of
mine for an Entomology subject.  I don’t remember much
about the actual experiments, but I do remember having to
be both precise and accurate, near enough was never
going to be good enough.  This was a bit of a shock; Uni
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students in the 70s were inherently lazy.  As John would remind us in recent times, “If you remember
the 70s, you weren’t there!”

When I came to Rockhampton in January 1983, Toopy was already here, working for the National
Parks and Wildlife Service.  He had been here for a few years, working initially on Commonwealth
Grant money, before being appointed permanently to the Service.  I seem to recall that we have Hugh
Lavery to thank for this; it was a masterstroke for conservation.

Toopy had changed since the Uni days, gone were the short back and sides, sports shirt, jeans and
Hush Puppies that were the trademark of a science student.  They had been replaced by something of
a shocking mop of hair, a double pocketed checked shirt, shorts, long socks (always pushed down) and
brown leather shoes.  I spent years trying to interpret the statement that John was making, before
realizing that it was just a comfortable and practical way to dress, and why waste time fussing over
something that didn’t really matter?  How many shirts and pairs of underpants was it he bought the day
before the GST was introduced?  I forget, but it was impressive.

What hadn’t changed was the search for the facts of the matter, the undeniable truth about bat
populations and cave ecology.  John continued to work full time on these issues until the late 1980s.
Ghost Bats, Little Bent-winged Bats, Bat Cleft, Mt Etna, Limestone Ridge, Johannsen’s Cave were all
synonymous with Toopy.  The white overalls, red caving helmet, and battery belt were his trademark.
There were always batteries on charge near his desk.  It was an unforgettable day when the “thought
police” (as he called them) had an electrical inspector audit the office.  All of John’s home made double
ended battery charger leads (taipan leads as he affectionately called them) got chopped into little
pieces.  It took the combined efforts of a number of us to get him down off the office ceiling!  I guess it
was better that he hit the ceiling rather than the electrical inspector!

This happened at a time that I believe was a turning point for the Service, a point at which we moved
from what I describe as the “philosophical era” when scientists had the latitude to explore, into the
“bureaucratic” era, where what we do is modified by and benchmarked against policies and procedures.
A couple of years ago Toopy said to me “in the old days it was a lot easier, everybody had three things,
a vehicle, an order book, and a job to do. There were some great outcomes for conservation.”  John
also held the record for a number of consecutive years, for the most inter-library loan and journal article
reprint requests to Central Office library.  It grieves me to say it, but I think we can blame Mr Toop for
Central Office library introducing a user pays charge for the service.  I don’t think that slowed John
down, but it did send the Region broke!  What an enquiring mind he had.

Despite change, John remained heavily involved in cave management, both locally and at a statewide
level. He travelled to Chillagoe on more than one occasion, and to Camooweal, to assist staff in other
Regions.  He contributed to national conferences.  He marked out the route to Bat Cleft over the
limestone karst, developed, in conjunction with the local speleologists, the cave gating and entry
system, and provided advice on just about anything to do with the area.  There were difficult times for
Toopy during the height of the Mt Etna debate.  He provided facts and figures and advice without fear
or fervour.  His strong stand on some issues, and his reticence to stretch the rubber band as it were, left
him feeling unsupported at times.  In the end he felt that he suffered professionally for his commitment
to the conservation of Mt Etna and the bat fauna.  The fact that John did not publish the majority of his
work does not suggest that it was lacking in any way.  It was robust science, and his management
initiatives have stood the test of time.  All that he did over the years remains as relevant today as it was
when he did the work.  He had a preference for turning his work into practical outcomes, and he made a
difference through influencing people on a one on one basis.  Rangers and Managers across the State
will miss his well-founded advice.

But it wasn’t only bats and caves that Toopy turned his mind to.  After Greg Gordon moved from
Emerald to Brisbane, and up until I arrived, John carried on with the population and burrow activity
monitoring of the Northern Hairy-nosed Wombat at Epping Forest National Park.  He improved the
burrow marking system and the data collection for estimating burrow activity as an indicator of
population size.  He searched out and found a number of new burrows, and ensured that the stock
proof fence around the park remained effective.  He followed up historical sightings of wombats in
Central Queensland.  He retained a keen interest in what was happening with wombats.
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He was also involved in some assessments for national park acquisition.  Whilst much of this was
centered around securing cave formations and foraging habitat for Ghost Bats, he also undertook some
work in the Central Highlands.  I recall a trip to Moolayember Gorge out in the Carnarvon Ranges in
1987.  It was a bit of an adventure really, we got seriously hung up in a washout, had to dig for water in
the creek bed, and the thermostat jammed shut on the Toyota, just to add to our worries.  With a
spanner and a tube of silastic John soon had the problem fixed.  He then tipped the last of our drinking
water into the radiator.  Steve and I suggested that this was perhaps a bit of a risky strategy, what if we
got bogged or hung up again?  Toopy replied (rather emphatically) “Look - we know where our drinking
water is, and we can get it back if we need it, we will just have to wait a while for it to cool, OK?”  In the
absence of any counter-argument to that simple logic, he started the engine and we had a trouble free
trip home.  “Motor has never run better,” said Toopy, with pride. Another day down, another problem
solved.

There were a lot of other projects and issues to which John contributed.  His personal interest in and
knowledge of fresh water fish has been handy on more than one occasion.  He was also involved in the
fish ladder redesign project for the Fitzroy River Barrage.  He must have identified thousands of insects,
spiders, and reptiles, in varying states of disrepair, brought into the front counter.  Bird eating spiders
were perhaps his favourite.  When fire ants were discovered in Brisbane, he was driven nuts by the
telephone, and the boxes of bottles each containing an ant or two, that came over the front counter.  He
worked through it all without complaint, or should I say “official” complaint!  He also provided expert
advice in some court cases, the only time we ever saw him wear a tie, and yes, we have a photo to
prove it.

Before firearms control and the run of dry seasons, Toopy was first up on the opening morning of duck
season, keen to help the Wildlife Rangers with enforcement.  The sight of Mr Toop appearing out of the
morning mist at Greenlake, notebook and pencil in hand, with Poppy the Great Dane at his heels must
have left the duck shooters wondering!  After the mist and feathers cleared from the sky, it was back to
The Caves Pub, for lunch, and a bit of robust debate with the shooters over who opened up before first
light, duck identification, and sustainable harvests.  Great days.

If you think Toopy had an impact in the 80s, let us talk about the 90s.  With the expansion of Marine
Parks, and the zoning with regard to use, a need to have a structured approach to permit assessments
was identified.  With John’s extensive knowledge across all ecosystems from the desert to the reef, he
was a natural choice for this work.  He took the task on, perhaps somewhat reluctantly at first, but soon
realised that he had an opportunity to apply his diverse knowledge and experience.  There were plenty
of challenges, new systems and processes, new legislation, staff to supervise and the like.  He
remained actively involved in all aspects of the job, recently travelling to Townsville for a permits
workshop, and Brisbane to discuss new Biodiscovery legislation being developed by Premiers and
Cabinet. Toopy will be remembered for his ability to see what would work, and what would not.  He was
also involved in the teams that developed management plans for the islands and reefs in the Region.
Toopy can be rightfully proud of the part he has played in protecting Central Queenslands wildlife and
wild places, particularly the islands and reefs of the Capricorn-Bunkers, and the Swains.  As we gather
here today, the Rangers in Rosslyn Bay will be conducting an underwater salute during a scuba dive to
acknowledge John’s contribution, and glasses will be raised aboard the “Tamaru” as the sun goes down
this evening.

With regard to permits, he had a better ability to predict disasters than Nostradamus.  He had the
courage to refuse permits, or to insist on changes to technique, location, visitor numbers or sample size
if he felt the activity was not sustainable.  He was firm with people, but treated them with respect and
dignity, which is more than I can say for how he treated his computer, the photocopier or the fax
machine!  I will be forever grateful that they are inanimate objects.  I also assume that the exasperated
cries of “Ohh – go away” were made before he picked up the handset on his telephone.

Work was very important to John, and he was immensely proud of his achievements.  He really did
make a difference.
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I don’t really know how to describe how Toopy fitted into the office socially.  The English language,
complex as it is, pulls up short here.  He was part creature of habit, and part straight out of left field.  He
had his parking space, and you could pull into the car park and immediately think “Good – Toopys in
today”, or “I wonder where John is?”  The deep groove cut into the bitumen by the kickstand on the
Honda is testament to this.  When the lunchroom was built, I think they sat him down in the old grey
chair, and then built the rest around him.  I can honestly say, that in over ten years, I never saw him sit
on the other side of the table, and never more than one chair away from his favourite spot.

The out of left field comes in when we remember the conversations that he started, directed, or, on
many occasions, finished!  Wide-ranging, free-flowing, obscure, bizarre, and more.  Who can forget the
scientific rigour that he applied to selecting the lotto numbers, books of random numbers were even
brought in from home, and the minor earthquake when, after all of this, somebody suggested that the
numbers didn’t look random!  And the weeklong debate when it was suggested that the Tea Club
provide low fat milk!  The newspaper was seldom right, he would even argue about the accuracy of the
“Today in History” column in the Courier Mail.  His critical appraisals of what others brought for lunch
make us forever thankful that he was an ecologist, not a dietician.

Of special mention, and great examples of his selfless approach to life are his ham and chicken
smoking, and his lead role in organising Christmas Eve celebrations.  None of us realised what a huge
and heavy job the smoking was until we helped out last Christmas.  Whilst for years we had said
“thanks Toopy” as we collected the finished product, we had no idea of the effort that John had put in to
make our Christmas special.  And the Christmas Eve celebrations, all carefully planned and executed.
There is a blue clipboard somewhere with all of the data sheets going back for years, what was
ordered, what was not eaten, how cheap the bubbly for the ladies was, and how much the prawns cost.
On thinking this through as I write about it, I had always thought that the detailed record keeping was
about getting value for money.  Now I am not so sure.  I fully expect to find that the data set
demonstrates that the only items fully consumed on a consistent basis were the beer and prawns.  I
fear that Mr Toop may have been directing the evolution of the QPWS Christmas Eve party towards
that end.  In recent weeks there was certainly a lot of focus on beer and prawns!

I have not even scratched the surface when it comes to Toopy the character, the personality, the
storehouse of all knowledge, the wit, the laugh, the jangling keys.  We all have our special memories,
and we will treasure them.

I must bring this to a close.

To my colleagues at work, we will miss the steady tread and jangling keys, the bluff and bluster, the
“Bah-Humbug”.  We will miss being told that carrot is poisonous and tastes like dirt, that celery tastes
like cardboard, and that anything containing chlorophyll is inedible.  We all feature in Toopy’s book of
life in our own special ways.  The last year has been the last chapter, with good days, and not so good
days.  Last week was the last page, and who would have expected deep fried prawn heads for lunch,
the identification and diagnosis of spider bites, and fifty different ways to cook Spam.  Last Thursday
night the final page was turned, and early Sunday morning the book was closed and placed on the
shelf.  Keep a copy of this conceptual book at your desk, and don’t let it gather dust.  Get it down
regularly and be inspired, and entertained.  Share the good times, and reflect on the tough times.  Most
importantly, never loose sight of the plot, the dedicated and tireless efforts to protect our wildlife and
wild places.

To Toopy, we have all been searching for a farewell.  I have selected some words from John Baldwin, a
long time friend at the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.  I know they have touched the hearts
of those that have read them.

We may not have always agreed with your argument, but we never questioned your knowledge and
passion!

The bats will fly softer but safer tonight for your passing.

Rest easy Toopy.
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An Earthwatch Institute Award for Robert Bender
Kerry Lorimer
PR for Earthwatch. Email: klorimer@planet.net.au

Quoted from an email to the editor:

“I look after the PR for Earthwatch and we recently awarded one of your members, Robert Bender, the
Volunteer of the Year award for his services on our projects over many years.” …  “I have attached a
media release, which focuses on his recent work with bats.”  … “I have also attached … an image of
Robert with a small bat on the Malaysian bat research project he undertook with Earthwatch earlier this
year.”

MEDIA RELEASE
For release: 5 August 2003.

Earthwatch Recognises Environmental Excellence

Mr Robert Bender likes to surprise his accounting students at William Angliss TAFE in Melbourne by
inserting the occasional picture of a bat into his Powerpoint lectures.

“They think it’s a little odd, but it gets their attention and I hope it might inspire them to take more of an
interest in their local environment,” says Mr Bender.

Mr Robert Bender has won the inaugural Earthwatch Institute Volunteer of the Year award for his
dedication to helping conservation research projects.  The award was presented at the Earthwatch
Annual Dinner in Melbourne on July 30th, which was hosted by leading environmental scientist, Mr
Peter Cullen.

Mr Bender has participated as a volunteer in 13 Earthwatch conservation projects in Australia and
overseas since 1986, including funding an additional volunteer on a Malaysian Bat conservation project
when extra hands and monies were needed.

Like many volunteers, Mr Bender, of Ivanhoe, Victoria, is not professionally involved in the sciences.
He is, however, very involved in many community grass roots conservation projects.  He is an active
member of the Victorian Frogs Group and a long-standing member of the Friends of Organ Pipes
National Park, where he has set up and manages – on a volunteer basis – Australia’s longest-running
bat roost box project.

Mr Bender had never seen a bat when he became involved in helping to conserve the Organ Pipes
National Park.  He saw his initial involvement as a chance to get himself and his family involved in a
worthwhile community project.  Thirty-one years ago, when the park was gazetted, the landscape was
severely degraded, but it is now one of the state’s prime examples of bushland restoration.

His interest in the local environment led to his participation in Earthwatch conservation projects, where
participants work alongside scientists, collecting valuable data for conservation research studies.

“I’m a sponge for new knowledge,” admits Mr Bender.  “Each of the Earthwatch projects has given me a
tremendous amount of knowledge and has inspired a lifelong interest in a new field of science.”

EARTHWAT@H 
FIND ING SOLUTIONS FOR A I N s T IT Li T E 

SUSTAINABLE FUT URE 
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“The scientists I’ve worked with have all been great
communicators and motivators.  They have done an
excellent job of giving the volunteers a sound
understanding of the whole of the projects and why the
tasks we’re performing are important in the big picture.
And the projects have all been great fun!”

The Earthwatch Institute sponsors over 140
conservation research projects around the world.  The
not-for-profit organisation funds the projects by enabling
paying volunteers – from all walks of life - to work
alongside scientists in the field to collect vital research
data.  Participants range in age from 10 to 80 and come
from all over the world.  There are also family projects
operating in Victoria.

For further information on participating in Earthwatch
projects, contact Earthwatch on 03 9682 6828 or
www.earthwatch.org

For further information or digital images, please contact
Kerry Lorimer, Splash Communications, on 0411 550
329 or Kim Guard, Earthwatch, on 03 9682 6828.

      Robert Bender in Malaysia

New poster available!
This is a black and white reproduction of a new bat poster
available from Nick Birks at Wildflight Australia Photography.  It
looks stunning in colour with green ferns, blue cliffs and a purple-
red sky.  Produced for the Naracoorte caves, it combines Nick’s
photographs taken in the wild over some time, and includes a key
for identification.

Cost:  $15 plus postage
Size:  420 x 600 mm
Contact:  Nick Birks
Wildflight Australia Photography
116 Fullarton Road Norwood SA 5067
Tel:  08 8431 8300
Email:  nicholas.birks@wildflight.com.au
Website:  www.wildflight.com.au

advertisement
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News Flash
Wildflight Australia Photography

New permits for capturing or handling protected bat species in
Commonwealth areas
Richard Sharp
Wildlife Impact & Protection Section, Wildlife Conservation Branch, Department of the Environment and Heritage.
Tel: (02) 6274 2263. Email: richard.sharp@deh.gov.au

As a result of a fundamental reform of Commonwealth environment laws in recent years, the Australian
Government under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 now requires
persons undertaking an activity that is likely to involve the killing, injuring, taking, trading, keeping or
movement of a listed bat species in Commonwealth areas to obtain a permit.

Commonwealth areas are lands owned or leased by the Commonwealth; external Territories (except
Norfolk Island); Jervis Bay Territory; and Commonwealth waters, which are generally waters outside the
3 nautical mile limit of State or Northern Territory waters, out to the limit of the Australian exclusive
economic zone (generally 200 nautical miles).  For an application form, go to:

http://www.deh.gov.au/epbc/permits/species/standard.html

Latrobe Wildlife Reserve / Gould League ‘Batcam’
Rob Gration
The new Latrobe Wildlife Reserve / Gould League ‘Batcam’ web address is as follows:

http://gould.staging.ddsn.com/wildlifecams/

Condensation on relative humidity dataloggers
Kyle Armstrong
I have used a couple of different brands of dataloggers in the past to measure relative humidity in caves
and artificial structures.  However, I have been frustrated at the formation of condensation droplets on
the loggers in conditions of high humidity.  These often prevent the collection of accurate data at higher
relative humidities, as the sensor will return values of 100% (e.g. Armstrong, K.N. 2000. Australian
Mammalogy 22: 69-70).  I found a recent discussion on the Batline internet newsgroup to be helpful.  If
you access the Batline Mailing List Archives, you can read this discussion:

http://www.BasicallyBats.org/BATLINE/batline
Click on April 2003, and the message entitled “Data loggers” posted 24/4/03.

‘Cool Edit’ is now ‘Adobe Audition’
Kyle Armstrong
The software company Adobe acquired the technology assets of Syntrillium Software in May 2003.
One result of this is that the cheaper version of Syntrillium’s software, ‘Cool Edit 2000’, has been
discontinued.  ‘Cool Edit Pro 2.1’ is now rebranded as ‘Adobe Audition’.  If you already have Cool Edit
Pro 2.x, you can download a complimentary upgrade of Adobe Audition.  If you have Cool Edit 2000 or
Cool Edit Pro 1.x, you can purchase an upgrade.  For more information see the website:

http://www.adobe.com/special/products/audition/syntrillium.html
The old Syntrillium website (http://www.syntrillium.com) will also take you there.
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Upcoming Conferences
13th International Bat Research Conference
Will be held 23-27 August 2004 in the Golebiewski Hotel (www.golebiewski.pl), outskirts of Mikolajki in
the Mazurian Lake Region, NE Poland.  Contact Robert Rutkowski or Wieslaw Bogdanowicz, 13 IBRC,
Museum and Institute of Zoology PAS, Wilcza 64, 00-679 Warszawa, Poland; Tel/fax (+48) 22-
6296302; Email: 13IBRC@miiz.waw.pl.  Registration and submission of abstracts will be electronically.
The website can be accessed at: http://www.miiz.waw.pl/13ibrc.  Costs are: regular preregistration PLN
(Polish new zloty) 650.00 (Euro 151.00) before March 2004; student preregistration PLN 600.00 (Euro
140.00) before March 2004; after March 2004, registration is PLN 850.00 (Euro 197.00).  Further details
can be found at the website above, and in the latest issue of the journal Acta Chiroptologica 5(1): 163,
2003.

First International Phylogenetic Nomenclature Meeting
Taken from the first circular sent by Michel Laurin.  For further details, contact the editor for an email
copy of the circular, or contact Michel Laurin by email: laurin@ccr.jussieu.fr

The First International Phylogenetic Nomenclature Meeting will be held in Paris, at the Muséum
National d’Histoire Naturelle and at the Collège de France, from June 28 to July 1st, 2004.  This meeting
should be of general interest for biologists because it will constitute an important event in the
development of new code of biological nomenclature.  Papers presented at the meeting will be
assembled into a symposium volume whose publication will coincide with the implementation of the
PhyloCode.  This volume will represent the official starting point of phylogenetic nomenclature as
implemented in the PhyloCode, and the names defined within it will be the first ones established under
the new code. ... To receive the second circular (that includes registration information), please contact
Michel Laurin by e-mail (laurin@ccr.jussieu.fr) and write in the “subject” field of the message
“PhyloCode 2004 meeting”.

MAMMAL2005: Notice of the 9th International Mammalogical Congress
The Congress Committee for MAMMAL2005 (the 9th International Mammalogical Congress (IMC 9);
formerly International Theriological Congress (ITC)) has been launched and the date for the congress
determined.  The IMC 9 will be held between Sunday 31 July – Friday 5 Aug in 2005.  The venue will be
a new convention centre currently under construction in Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan.  This centre will be
launched in June 2003.  Mammal2005 has been asking mammalogists to register their email address.
Information including newsletters is provided periodically to registered people.  Please register your
interest with MAMMAL2005 by emailing:  MAMMAL2005@hokkaido-ies.go.jp

News from around the traps
VICTORIA

Grant Baverstock and Richard Dilena
Grant Baverstock: 55 Noyes Rd, Lethbridge Vic 3332. Email: bavs@pipeline.com.au

We have been busy with several ongoing projects over recent months.  In January 2003, surveying
commenced in search of Southern Myotis Myotis macropus along remnant riparian vegetation on the
Moorabool River, west of Geelong.  The survey using Ausbat traps and Anabat CF ZCAIM has to date
recorded nine species of bat, including Eastern False Pipistrelle Falsistrellus tasmaniensis and Eastern
Freetail Bat Mormopterus sp. M. macropus has not been recorded as yet during the survey.
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We have also been busy monitoring a roosting colony of Grey-headed Flying-fox Pteropus
poliocephalus in urban parkland in the provincial town of Geelong since the arrival of the bats in March.
Daytime counts and evening flyout counts have been conducted, as well as recording feeding
observations from the Geelong region, including feeding sites and feed tree species.  Movements within
the camp have been observed on a daily basis, particularly in periods of adverse weather conditions.
Data is also being collected on temperature and humidity fluctuations within the camp using data
loggers.  Future projects to commence in September will be the call analysis of microbats within urban
environments around Geelong, to determine which species are present and an index of species activity
within this type of habitat.

Rob Gration
Ecological Consulting Services, 80 Hobson Street, Newport Vic 3015. Email: rgration@yahoo.com.au

Stuart Judd (Parks Victoria) and myself are planning on placing three data loggers in the Bat Condo
constructed last year at Kinglake National Park (Victoria).  To date the condo has not yet been
colonised by bats.  We have also been monitoring an overflow tunnel at Tourourong Reservoir;
surprisingly Large Bentwing Bats have been using it as an occasional roost throughout the winter.  Are
they more active through the winter than we think?  We also hope to do some light tagging to locate
where their roost site is, since we are not sure if they are from a mine site some 20 km away, or
whether there is another site within Kinglake National Park that we do not know of.

The bat power point presentation I developed last year will be put through its paces at a workshop of
the Laboratory Technician’s Branch – STAV conference in December.  I am hopeful of getting some
feedback from participants of the workshop as to its suitability for the classroom.  I will be taking the
opportunity to handout ABS membership forms and Lindy Lumsden and Andrew Bennett’s “Bats and
Paddock Trees” brochure in a showbag.  If anyone has any suggestions of other bat paraphernalia I
could insert, please let me know.

And finally there is a new member in the Petkov-Gration household as of the 14th of July; I plan on
introducing Nicholas to all things batty in the very near future.  I didn’t realise that the male traits kick in
so early, all he does is sleep, drink, burp and fart all day.

NEW SOUTH WALES

Brad Law
Research Division, State Forests of NSW. Email: bradl@sf.nsw.gov.au

I have the luxury (current!) of being able to devote much of my attention, as well as that of Mark Chidel,
to researching bats in NSW’s forests.  We have a fairly extensive research program with research
topics ranging from investigating the effects of logging and burning on bat communities, to looking at
the habitat of threatened bats.  In recent years we have given a fair bit of emphasis to establishing long-
term studies, which are often very difficult to run through universities, but are not unusual in State
Forests of NSW.  Such projects are rather scarce in the Australian world of bats, but from an ecological
viewpoint, are badly needed.  These long-term studies typically involve repeated measures, and they
range from: documenting changes to vertebrate communities as eucalypt plantations age; to
investigating population changes of bats modelled from banding studies; to investigating changes in
habitat use after logging or burning as assessed using bat detectors.

Read on for an introduction to some of our recent activities:

Alternate coupe logging is a type of logging undertaken in the Eden area whereby one coupe is logged
and the adjacent one is retained.  These retained coupes are now available for logging after the logged
coupes have regenerated over the last 20-25 years.  While the technology was not available to
investigate the effects of the first round of logging on bats, we are now trying to measure the effects of
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the 2nd round of logging (i.e. the logging of the retained coupes).  Across our various treatments, we
sampled bats with bat detectors and harp traps in 1998, 2001 and 2002.  On the 2002 trip (one year
after logging) we caught a total of 130 bats.  Together with the activity data recorded by bat detectors
we hope to be able to describe changes in the bat community over time as trees regenerate after
logging.

March 2003 was also our 5th consecutive year of banding bats in Chichester State Forest, northern
NSW, with 232 bats captured this year.  This study will model population sizes and survival rates of
bats in paired regrowth catchments and unlogged catchments.  The main aim of the annual banding is
to provide extensive data on bat populations prior to regrowth catchments being silviculturally thinned.
These results are expected to fill a large void as there is virtually no information available on how bats
respond to thinning.

We also undertake annual monitoring at two key subterranean roost sites in State Forests using a low
disturbance method: an infra-red gate and data-logger.  At Mumbulla mine near Eden, a mean of 768
bats was counted in early November 2002.  When compared with past estimates at the same time of
year, these counts indicate a stable population (Figure 1).  We are also monitoring a recently
discovered cave near Ourmibah, which probably supports Australia’s largest roost of Eastern
Horseshoe Bats.  About 7,000 bats were counted as they exited their cave in December 2002.  Look for
a report on our monitoring activities at this cave in a coming newsletter.  Continued monitoring of these
important bat populations will allow State Forests to track the changing status of these bats, especially
in relation to forest management practices in the surrounding environment.
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Figure 1.  Spring counts of bats (mostly Eastern Horseshoe Bats) at a derelict mine in Mumbulla State
Forest, Eden.  In 1998 estimate was based on an internal visual assessment; in 1999 no spring count
was made and post-1999 counts were made using an “infra-red gate” linked to a data-logger.

Field work for Spring 2003 will involve intensive re-surveying of biodiversity in north coast eucalypt
plantations.  This project has been tracking changes in biodiversity (yes, bats are definitely included in
this – there is no excuse for overlooking them any more) in three case study plantations.  The project
originated at the pre-plantation stage in 1997, when sites were farmland, with scattered remnant
vegetation (Law et al. 2000 – Pacific Conservation Biology).  Surveys undertaken this year coincide
with trees being 5 years old.  As such, tree cover is extensive, but obviously immature.  The project is
paying particular attention to the changing value of remnant trees that are retained within the
plantations.

The last project I thought I would mention is a cooperative effort.  It involves the completion of regional
guides to bat calls from NSW.  The project was originally started by Linda Reinhold for south-east
Queensland and is now being led by Michael Pennay (NSW National Parks).  The guides will provide
known information about call characteristics and where possible identifying information for species calls
recorded using the Anabat system.  They are based on a large volume of reference calls collected by
Michael, Brad and a very select few from various areas throughout NSW.  The number of reference
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calls for some species and areas is still very low and additional reference calls from any bat
researchers in NSW would be very welcome.  It is hoped that a draft form of the guides will be available
by the end of the year for anybody who would like to review or comment on them, we are particularly
after feedback about call variations or contradictory data.  The final guide will be posted as a PDF for
free distribution to anyone interested on the ABS website and the reference calls stored for free use on
the South Eastern Australian Bat Call Library.  If you are interested in providing feedback on the draft
guides or would like to submit supporting reference calls please contact Michael Pennay on (02) 6841
9203 or email michael.pennay@npws.nsw.gov.au.

Some of the students I am co-supervising have kindly provided a summary of their work:

Maria Adams, a PhD student at the University of Wollongong, is studying the effects of logging history
on the flight activities of insectivorous bats.  She aims to determine whether young and old regrowth
forests are being utilised to the same degree by bats for commuting and foraging activities.  To do this,
she is examining the relationships among bat activity, vegetation structure and insect abundance at
different heights in the forest, using both echolocation call detection and light tagging to monitor bat
activity.  She has finished her field work, is currently continuing analysis of the data and has
commenced the writing up process, having recently completed her first draft paper for publication.

Christopher Turbill (cturbill@pobox.une.edu.au) is a PhD student in the lab of Prof. Fritz Geiser at
Zoology, University of New England (since March 2002).  Chris has just completed his second winter in
the field radio-tracking the Lesser Long-eared Bat Nyctophilus geoffroyi and Gould’s Long-eared Bat N.
gouldi on the chilly Northern Tablelands.  Chris is using temperature-telemetry to measure patterns of
hibernation and winter roosting preferences.  This information will complement summer data on
thermoregulatory behaviour and roosting (Turbill et al. in press).  We recently published a short paper
showing that the small, sub-tropical bat Eastern Forest Bat Vespadelus pumilus also routinely employs
torpor whilst roosting in summer (Turbill et al. 2003).  The energetic costs of roosting behaviours
observed in the field, such as passive heating from torpor, are being tested in the lab using various
open-flow respirometry experiments.  Chris is currently enjoying sitting opposite the temporary office of
Professor Mark Brigham, who is visiting the Geiser lab from University of Regina, Canada, until June
2004.  Mark and his recently completed PhD student, Craig Willis, plan to attend to next ABS
conference in Toowoomba.  Some recent publications:

Turbill C., Law B.S. and Geiser F. (2003) Summer torpor in a free-ranging bat from sub-tropical
Australia. Journal of Thermal Biology 28: 223-226.

Turbill C., Körtner G. and Geiser F. (2004?) Natural use of heterothermy by a small, tree-roosting bat
during summer. Physiological and Biochemical Zoology, In Press.

Anna Lloyd, from State Forests of NSW, is doing an honours project through Southern Cross University
with support from State Forests.  She has two supervisors: Brad Law from SFNSW and Ross Goldingay
from SCU.  The project is investigating the use of riparian areas by bats.  In north-eastern NSW,
logging of SFNSW estate is conducted under various licenses including a Threatened Species License
(TSL), which protects threatened species from logging and other forestry activities.  The general
prescription used to protect bats includes riparian buffers, the size of which varies with stream order,
soil type, presence of steep slopes and ridge and headwater protection zones and the presence of
protected forest types such as rainforest.  Extra wide buffers protect the habitat of Southern Myotis
Myotis macropus and Golden-tipped Bat Kerivoula papuensis.  While there have been studies into the
effects of logging and habitat fragmentation on bat activity, these studies did not specifically assess the
use of riparian areas by threatened bats.  Riparian areas have been identified as important feeding and
commuting grounds for some bats, while other studies have shown that bat activity is higher on forest
tracks than within small order streams.  To assess which parts of forest riparian systems are important
to bats, Anabat detection surveys (over 2 nights) were conducted across the following stream orders;
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th (15 sites per order) and 5th (5 sites).  To compare bat activity between streams and
tracks along mid to upper slopes, each riparian site was surveyed concurrently with a paired mid to
upper slope site.  It total, 130 sites were surveyed for 2 consecutive nights.  To assess the
effectiveness of riparian zones in protecting habitat for bats in production forests, the riparian survey
sites (except 5th orders) were evenly distributed across recently logged forest (<6 yrs since logging),
regrowth forest (15-30 yrs since logging) and mature forest (>50 yrs since logging).  Vegetation surveys
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have been conducted at each plot.  These will provide an indication of the vegetation clutter and flyway
size at each site and their effects upon bat activity will be considered.  She is currently analysing bat
calls and once analysed, she can proceed with data analysis and then thesis write-up!

Chris Slade, also from State Forests of NSW, is undertaking Masters of Natural Resource Management
at the University of New England.  His project is investigating the management of derelict mines for
bats.  Abandoned mine management is becoming increasingly important for land management
agencies.  Difficulties associated with abandoned mine management include preventing human access
while allowing bats to continue to access the site unhindered.  A useful technique for reducing the
safety risk is the gating of such mines.  The technique has been widely used overseas, but is
usefulness has not been thoroughly tested in south-eastern Australia.  Chris monitored four abandoned
mines, with two of the sites subject to the installation of a template gate at the entrance of the mines.
The bars were introduced in stages over time in an attempt to gain an understanding of whether bats
learn to accept the obstruction at the entrance of the mine.  The aims of the project were to: assess
whether any changes in population sizes was caused by the addition of the bars, assess whether the
installation of the bars caused any change in the number of abandoned exit and entry flights and
assess whether there was any change in species relative abundance following the addition of the bars.
The project is currently at the analysis and write-up phase with all fieldwork completed early in 2003.

Craig Grabham is an honours student from Charles Study University, Albury NSW.  The main aim of his
study is to investigate the diversity and abundance of insectivorous bats across six habitat types of a
rural landscape.  The study area is situated in the Billabong Creek Catchment encompassing the towns
of Holbrook, Culcairn, Walla Walla, Gerogery and Woomargama.  He is particularly interested in
investigating the value of native revegetation to insectivorous bats and how it compares to other habitat
types including continuous remnants (Benambra National Park), isolated remnant patches, linear
remnants (roadsides), and paddocks.  Two types of native revegetation have been chosen for the study
including linear plantings and patch plantings.  Thirty study sites have been chosen representing the six
habitat types.  Bat diversity and abundance is sampled at each of the study sites for two consecutive
nights, bi-monthly over 11 months.  A call reference library is being developed for the study area and
broader region with the aim of collecting at least 15 quality reference calls for each species.  In addition,
concurrent insect surveys will be conducted for two of the sampling periods whilst employing Anabat
detectors in order to investigate relationships between insect activity and diversity and bat activity and
diversity across the six habitat types.  He is just about to start the fifth round of field work which will
involve Anabat sampling, insect surveys, harp trapping and light tagging (busy!!).

QUEENSLAND

Flying Foxes - where do they go, where do they roost, when do they go and what do they eat??
Hugh Spencer
Cape Tribulation Tropical Research Station, PMB 5 Cape Tribulation via Mossman, Queensland 4873. Ph/Fax 07
4098 0063. Email: Hugh@austrop.org.au; http://www.austrop.org.au

Flying foxes are highly nomadic creatures - some species more so than others - with Little Red Flying-
foxes being the most nomadic, travelling, we estimate, thousands of kilometres from one major feeding
site (such as a massed flowering of eucalypts) to another.  Of the bigger flying foxes, the Grey-headed
and Spectacled Flying-fox, the distances are probably restricted to 6-700 km at the most.  Of the Black
Flying-fox, which along with the Little Red Flying-fox, is the most widely distributed species in Australia,
we have no idea how much movement there is between colonies and major feeding sites.

Because of the importance attached to the activities of flying foxes – on one hand for their long-distance
pollination of Eucalyptus and other economically and ecologically important species and on the other
hand for their activities as pests of fruit orchards, it would be extremely valuable to be able to predict
their activities to provide some degree of predictability to their movements.  There is also interest in the
movements of flying foxes between the Australian mainland, islands in the Torres Straight and New
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Guinea, interest driven by a concern that these animals could become disease vectors, bringing exotic
diseases such as Nipah virus into Australia.

At the present we have a very limited understanding of their movements - some information has been
obtained by using conventional radio-tracking technology, but this is severely limited by the ability of the
researcher to follow tagged animals over wide areas and long distances.  Other information has been
largely based on guess-work, by following the fly-out patterns to known flowering and fruiting masses of
food trees.  Complicating the issue is the fact that flying foxes are relatively fast flyers (30-40 km/hr)
with enormous endurance - flights of 200 km per night have been recorded.

Besides we have very little substantive knowledge of flying fox feeding preferences, times of moving
from one colony to another, and even where many colony sites are located.  All critical issues if we are
to conserve these amazing creatures, two of which (Grey-headed Flying-foxes and Spectacled Flying-
foxes), have already been declared "vulnerable" based on the observed collapse in population size over
the past 50 years.

We are intending to apply already trialed technology which will give us the capability to answer these
questions.  The technology is the fitting of ultra-miniaturised Global Positioning System receiver/logger
units on flying foxes, which in combination with a 2-way radio link, allows the researcher to remotely
download the logger's memory of up to 90,000 positions, which can then be mapped out on a
Geographic Information Base.  With an accuracy of better than 30 meters, this will even allow us to
determine which trees the animals have been feeding in, and enable us to identify these.

This will give us unprecedented amounts of information on the activity and movements of these
amazing animals, and do much to reduce our negative impacts on the bats, and reduce their negative
impacts on us.  While a number of workers have employed ARGOS transponders, these are
exceedingly expensive, and not only that, each data point is an additional cost, with the cost rising
steeply as resolution increases.  The technology is equally applicable to birds, especially birds with
large territories as well as migratory species, and offers a major cost improvement over current ARGOS
satellite transponders (estimated to be about 1/5 the cost), with far higher spatial resolution.  We
anticipate that this project will take about 2 years to reach the point where we can tag adequate
numbers of animals in the field.  The project is being funded by the AUSTROP Foundation.

New bat book
The long-awaited new book, Bat Ecology, edited by Tom Kunz and
Brock Fenton is now out, published by The University of Chicago
Press.  This book largely replaces the 1982 ‘bible’ Ecology of Bats
edited by Tom Kunz.  Bat Ecology is 780 pages long and contains 15
review chapters written by many of the leading bat researchers from
around the world.  There are chapters on roosting ecology,
echolocation, sexual selection, migration, life history strategies,
ecomorphology, macroecology and conservation. See the Recent
Literature section for a full list of chapters.  This book is exceptionally
good value at US $55.  For further details refer the University of
Chicago’s webpage:  www.press.uchicago.edu
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– Recent Literature –
Compiled by Kyle Armstrong from Current Contents (July - mid Nov 2003) and other sources.
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